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ABSTRACT

Employment in the informal sector is on the increase in various regions of the world. There are more women than men in the informal sector and there are several explanations for this basic fact. Among other factors is that the informal sector is the primary source of employment for women in many developing countries such as South Africa. Gender-based differences in employment status within the informal sector have implications for relative earnings and poverty levels. Prior to 1994, South Africa experienced a high rate of inequality and under-development, especially among rural dwellers. This led to political tensions which culminated in the struggle for freedom. After the struggle, the new dispensation in South Africa ushered the democratic and inclusive governance, hence, a series of legislations and policies were instituted to correct the injustices of the past. These, among others, include the policy on Local Economic Development (LED) which placed strong emphasis on the social and economic development of rural dwellers.

This study explored the place of women in informal trading business using a selected municipality in South Africa. A qualitative method was adopted for data collection. Focus group discussions were conducted for selected informal women traders in the selected municipality, while semi-structured interviews were conducted for municipal officials. The awareness of women regarding the LED programme as well as its effect on women in informal trading business were investigated. The findings of the study showed that women get involved in informal businesses due to several factors such as death of the breadwinner, poverty, and poor or non-formal education, among others. Furthermore, lack of awareness of LED programme, poor infrastructures, lack of warehouse for storage, low income, municipal policies, lack of adequate training, among others, are factors which hinder the progress of women informal business traders in the selected municipal areas. Hence, the study recommends the review of policies, creation of awareness on LED programme, construction of warehouses and infrastructures to enhance the upliftment of women informal business traders.
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CHAPTER 1: ORIENTATION AND BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

Employment in the informal sector has risen rapidly over the past two decades in all regions of the world (Marilyn, Chen, & Tate, 2000). According to Chen (2001), women are more than men in the informal sector. He further opines that this is because the informal sector is the primary source of employment for women. Research shows that the majority of economically active women in developing countries are engaged in the informal sector (Kongolo, 2009). In most countries of the world, the proportion of women working in the informal sector exceeds that of men. In some sub-Saharan countries in Africa, most female non-agricultural labour force is in the informal sector (Blunch, Canagarajah, & Raju, 2001). However, the arrangement of the informal female workforce varies somewhat across regions.

In many African countries, most women in the informal sector are either contributing family workers or self-employed (Wills, 2009). At least 20% of women in the informal sector are casual wage workers because they are not fully captured in official statistics, an unknown additional percentage work as industrial homeworkers or service providers (UN, 2000). The differences between women in the informal sector are outweighed by the differences between men and women. Compared to the men in the informal workforce, women in the informal sector are more likely to be owned by account workers and subcontract workers and are less likely to be paid employees or owner-operators of informal enterprises.

These gender-based differences in employment status within the informal sector have implications for relative earnings and poverty levels (Sethuraman, 1998). Prior to 1994, South Africa experienced a high rate of inequality and under-development, especially among rural dwellers. This led to political tensions which culminated in the struggle for freedom. After the struggle, the new dispensation South Africa ushered in the democratic and inclusive governance, hence, the series of legislation and policies instituted to correct the injustices of the past. These include, among others, the Local Economic Development (LED) which placed a strong emphasis on the social and economic development of rural dwellers.

Local Economic Development (LED) is seen as a major development strategy in many countries due to the fact that locally driven development is important to national development (Christensen & Van der Ree, 2008). Fundamental to the success of any Local Economic Development (LED) strategy aimed at creating decent work opportunities is the prioritisation of the needs and opinions of both women and men of the area ensuring that both benefit
equally from a series of social change and economic growth, as well as the elimination of gender inequalities. However, in societies where women’s participation in public affairs is severely restricted by tradition, economic disadvantage, and lower education, this seems impracticable. Previously, the major concentration of socio-economic development opportunities has been in urban areas, leaving rural dwellers, especially African rural women, unattended (Dhlodhlo, 2010). Meanwhile, the major aim of LED “is to build upon the economic strength of each locality, improve the living standard and quality of life of the people; empower the people through job creation; build capacity and advanced skills; improve good governance and service delivery” regardless of their gender (Rodriguez-Pose, 2008).

Local economic development is about empowering the local communities economically whilst recognising a participatory process which encourages social dialogue and public-private partnerships in a defined geographical area with intentions of eradicating poverty and creating jobs which will place women inclusion and participation at higher heights. Local Economic Development relies on local resources and institution to respond to local challenges and opportunities. Economic activities in rural communities are, therefore, dependent on the prevailing socio-economic activities in surrounding communities (Ndabeni, 2014).

In view of the above, municipalities are charged with the responsibilities of creating enabling environment that will promote economic activities and improve the living standard of the residents, whilst being considerate of women’s inclusion in local communities’ initiatives through the Local Economic Development (LED). Therefore, this study assessed the participatory role of local business women in the informal sector, the challenges they experience and the role of the LED in assisting them using uMhlathuze Local Municipality as a case study.

1.2 Problem Statement
Today, there is growing consensus about the importance of women as essential economic actors. Around the world, women’s growing participation in employment is offering an important contribution to national growth rates and economic viability. Women are more marginalised in most developing countries when compared with their male counterparts on the LED programme (Duflo, 2012). Numerous studies have been conducted in relation to
the role that women in the informal sector play in economic development and challenges they undergo.

One of such studies was conducted by Wills in 2009 who opines that women are still marginalised in contrast to their male counterparts. As much as the government has formulated policies that seek to eradicate the problem of gender inequality, women are still paid less compared to men. Another study conducted by Ndabeni (2014) that focused on women in Pretoria, South Africa, suggests that gender roles and their unequal structures are socially constructed though they can be socially deconstructed. Women are often denied employment opportunities in formal sector due to family responsibilities, lack of skills, social and cultural barriers. Hence, the informal sector is often the only possibility for women to access employment and to earn income. Consequently, women dominate the informal sector, policies and developments which affect the informal economy and which have a distinct gendered effect (ILO, 2010).

A large number of women in South Africa are excluded and marginalised from the country’s economic sectors (Philip, 2010). Mhlana (2016) argues that many countries are not doing enough to ensure that women participate in the economic sector. This is because the basic infrastructures needed for women to trade in the informal sector are lagging. Also, the macroeconomic sector does not acknowledge the existence of the informal sector. Mhlana adds that gender and race inequalities are still major challenges in South Africa. Rogerson (2008) states that women are part of the informal economy and should be acknowledged. However, women entrepreneurs struggle to access finance due to lack of security (Rogerson, 2008).

Banking institutions view doing business with women as risky and, as a result, the banks charge them interest rates that are too high. For those women in the informal trading who are producers, there is no place for them to sell their produce, there is lack of storage facilities, lack of access to ablution, lack of access to water, low incomes with household expenses competing with business needs such as maintaining stock levels, and lack of capital for business expansion (uMhlathuze Local Municipality: Final IDP Review 2014/2015).

Therefore, this study was premised from such crisis and thus sought to assess the participatory role of women (informal traders) in the LED Programme, to examine constraints that women face within the informal sector and to look at the strategies for ensuring that opportunities are realised in the informal economy. However, it is imperative to
state that, like other studies where much work has been done, this work does not enjoy the opportunity of having much-published studies to consult; a situation that made the researcher engage an in-depth interview of women in the informal sector through questionnaires to generate information on the role of women in the LED programme in uMhlathuze.

1.3 Aim of the study
The aim for undertaking this research was to bring to focus the contributions of women in the informal sector for local economic development in uMhlathuze Local Municipality.

1.3.1 Research Objectives
The objectives of this study were:

- To assess the extent of women participation in the informal trading sector within uMhlathuze Municipality.
- To identify challenges that women face in accessing LED in the uMhlathuze Local Municipality.
- To suggest possible solutions towards women participation in the LED programmes in uMhlathuze Local Municipality.

1.3.2 Research Questions
- To what extent do women participate in the informal sector in uMhlathuze economy?
- What are the challenges faced by women in the informal sector, with particular focus on uMhlathuze economy?
- What are the recommendations for enhancing women’s participation in uMhlathuze?

1.4 Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
The study sought to contribute to the academic synergy of key priorities and common focus areas of LED policies, interpretations and implementation requirements thereof from national to provincial and, eventually, to local government where it impacts on the lives of the people. The study further contributes to the policies that incorporate the participation role of women in the mainstream of positions and businesses that are male-dominated.

1.5 Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is premised on the fact that much has been written and said about LED in South Africa; however, there is less evidence of literature about women participation in the LED in South African local government; therefore, this study is significant in that it provides an extension of literature on this aspect. Women, particularly
from the rural areas, have been in the deep end in terms of development and playing a significant role in government processes. Kongolo (2009) states that substantial evidence suggests that rural women have been consistently neglected in the development processes which place women on the back foot in many socioeconomic aspects.

It is hoped that this helps to redefine the current LED policies apart from identifying the gaps in the local governance structures. The other benefit of the study is derived from the assessment of the practices used in the implementation of the LED in terms of whether they are really effective towards women inclusion in the LED and if not, what corrective measures should be taken to rectify such situations. This benefit extends to local communities through improved LED that curbs poverty through balanced actors or role players.

1.6 Research Methodology

Research methodology is a reflection of the entire approach for the research process. It is a strategy employed by the researcher to obtain answers to the research questions. Also, it is a procedural plan adopted by the researcher to provide valid objective and accurate answers to research questions and it entails data collection techniques and analysis as well as interpretation of findings.

The nature of this study sought to explore a social phenomenon from multiple meanings of business women and, therefore, this study adopted the use of a qualitative research approach. Marred (2010) states that qualitative research is conducted because a problem needs to be explored. Through a qualitative approach, participants are able to describe their perceptions on the participatory role of women in LED programme; the researcher chose the qualitative approach because it allowed the researcher to capture the experiences, perceptions, and attitudes of the interviewees.

De Vos (1998) defines qualitative research as a multi-perspective approach utilising different qualitative techniques and data collection methods to analyse social interaction aimed at the meanings that the subjects attach to it. Straus and Corbin (1990) define qualitative research as any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedure or any means of quantification; it refers to research about personal life stories, behaviour, an organisation’s functioning, social movements or interactions, and relationships.
1.6.1 Data Collection Instruments

Sekaran and Bougie (2009) argue that data collecting instruments or methods are integral elements of the research design. There are several methods available in the research field with their different advantages and disadvantages.

The researcher has chosen semi-structured interview to engage the Municipal officials in the office of the uMhlathuze Local Municipality at Empangeni to get their views and opinions on the topic under investigation. In semi-structured interview session, a guide is used, with questions and topics that must be covered. Semi-structured interviews are often used when the researcher wants to delve deeply into a topic and to understand thoroughly the answers provided. A focus group discussion with 4 and 5 women in the informal sector was conducted at Empangeni and eSikhaleeni, respectively. Questionnaires were given to the women. The questionnaire consisted of open-ended and closed-ended questions that gave respondents a platform to answer freely and thus help the researcher to get more information on the subject matter. A focus group discussion was organised based on the types of business that they (Informal traders) are doing. The researcher used tape recorders and field notes to strengthen the information from the respondents.

1.6.2 Target Population

A population is a group of individuals who have the same characteristics (Creswell, 2012). According to Babbie (1992), a population is that aggregation of elements from which the sample is actually selected. It is further explained as that group of people from whom the researcher wants to draw conclusions. In this study, the target population is the urban informal business women/traders (Street vendors) in Empangeni CBD and eSikhaleeni Mall and surroundings, and the Municipal officials at uMhlathuze Local Municipality.

These informal traders are divided into ladies who cook and sell different types of food on the street and ladies who are hairdressers on the street. These informal businesswomen are found at Empangeni CBD, Empangeni Rail, and Richards Bay CBD and in the following locations: - KwaDlangezwa, eSikhaleeni, Ngwelezane, and Nseleni. The researcher has chosen Empangeni CBD and eSikhaleeni to make generalisation since these are major cities with large population of female traders within uMhlathuze Local Municipality.

1.6.3 Sampling Procedure

This study used the purposive non-probability sampling technique to select participants (informal business women) in the study. Cooper and Schindler (2003) opine that in purposive
sampling, the researcher selects people or sites who can best help to understand the phenomenon under consideration. The inclusion of the participants is usually based on the capacity of the participant to inform the research (Creswell, 2012). The N2 thruway navigates uMhlathuze Municipality in a north-east course towards the Swaziland outskirt and south-west towards Durban. It viably shapes a division between Empangeni and Richards Bay. The R34 Provincial Main Road goes through Empangeni towards Melmoth. uMhlathuze works as a local hub and prevailing business focus in the uThungulu District. It comprises an assortment of grouped and specially appointed settlements that are connected with a very much created system of streets and rail framework. The key component of uMhlathuze Municipality is the N2 Development Corridor (eThekwini-Ilembe-uMhlathuze Corridor). The nearness of the Dube Trade Port is an additional favourable position to the zone regarding speculation fascination.

In this regard, the researcher interviewed 4 municipal officials from uMhlathuze Local Municipality. These are: LED Director, IDP Manager, LED Officer and the Speaker, as they are key informants on the topic under investigation because they deal directly with issues of LED in their daily work. The Speaker was chosen because all the forums in the municipality fall under his office and the public participation programme is also driven by the office of the Speaker. The sample also included 50 other urban businesswomen who are informal traders (Street vendors) at Empangeni and eSikhaleni. The reason for this sample size was to ensure that every woman in the informal sector at the municipality was represented in this sample and stood a chance of being interviewed. This enabled the researcher to get different views, opinions, and ideas from the women in the informal sector.

1.6.4 Data analysis and interpretation

Data analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging the interview transcript, field notes and other material that can be accumulated to increase understanding and to enable one to present what has been discovered to others (Creswell, 1994). The transcribed data were analysed by means of content thematic analysis and aided by thematic network analyses. The content thematic analysis is a flexible tool that involves the identifying of themes or patterns within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes are defined as recurrent unifying concepts or statements about the subject of inquiry (Bradley, Curry, & Devers, 2007).
According to Attride-Sterling (2001), content thematic analyses can be successfully aided by and presented as thematic networks, which refer to web-like illustrations that summarise the basic, organising and global themes constituting a piece of text. Therefore, the researcher had to read through the transcripts several times in order to understand the content of the transcripts and, thereafter, sorted the information by themes.

1.7 Organisation of the Study

Chapter one

This chapter outlines the background to the study, problem statement, research objectives, research questions, and significance of the study.

Chapter two

This chapter entails literature on local economic development, women participation role in the LED, Legislative framework, and theoretical framework.

Chapter three

Chapter three focuses on the research methodology, giving a synopsis of methods and data gathering strategies.

Chapter four

This chapter focuses on the analysis and interpretation of the collected data which are designed to provide answers to the objectives of the research study.

Chapter Five

Chapter five provides the summary of the study, conclusions, and recommendations.
CHAPTER 2: RELATED LITERATURE ON INFORMAL TRADING BUSINESS AND LED

2.1 Introduction

In research, a literature review is all about studying existing scholarly work or available body of knowledge that assists the researcher to see how other scholars have investigated the research problem. The study reviews scholarly works based on the LED relevant to this current study, and the participatory role of women in the LED and legislations on the LED. The discussion on the participative role played by women in the informal sector, particularly in reference to Local Economic Development and legislation on Local Economic Development (LED), are paramount in this chapter.

2.2. Definition of Local Economic Development

Several authors have defined LED in different ways, but the idea behind this concept is the development, empowerment, and improvement of the standard of living for the local citizens. LED simply refers to all efforts geared towards addressing poverty and growing local economies. According to Pretorius and Schurink (2007), it is a process whereby local actors shape and share the future of their territory. Therefore, this study views LED in the lens of the definitions provided by the above authors. Municipal IQ (2009) and Swinburn et al. (2006) state that LED can be said to be a process whereby all institutions, business and non-governmental organisations as well as stakeholders from all sectors of the society work together to stimulate economic activities at the local level so as to create jobs and improve the quality of lives of the residents of the community. On the other hand, Davis (2005) states that: LED is about local people working together to achieve sustainable economic growth that brings economic benefits and improvement in the quality of life for all in the community.

This informal economy area gives a picture of what should be expected regarding sustainable economic growth and assets (WIEGO, 2017). This is indicated by Centeno and Portes, (2006) who characterise the informal economy as the creation of lawful merchandise utilising forms that are not entirely lawful. Different activities additionally appear to fall inside this area, including women street vendors or street trading. For instance, fake items are by and large legitimate items, items like shoes, cigarettes, and contraband recordings, among others. However, the forging procedure through which these items are delivered sometimes goes against trademark laws. Thus, different researchers use smaller meanings of casualness to
explain the process. Moreover, Nichter and Goldmark (2009) essentially characterise familiarity as financial exercises that are unregistered yet create legitimate items.

Nevertheless, "informal" entrepreneurial exercises can cover different orders of entrepreneurial exercises, including "family firms," "group business," "homework," "rising firms," and "independent work." Casual enterprises are balanced with these other real types of business enterprises to elucidate their inclination. In family firms, relatives try to impact the company's key course or potentially keep up control of it through their inclusion (Chrisman, Chua, & Sharma, 2005). More so, informal business visionaries regularly draw upon systems, including family ties to perceive abuse openings in defeating absence of access to formal organizations made by their casual status as family is usually not an important part of casual business visionaries' systems (Khavul et al., 2009).

Notwithstanding, when family is, it does not really impact the wander's vital course, thus there can be cover between casual business and group enterprise (Webb et al., 2009). In South Africa, about 70% of women are road merchants and they are solely responsible for sustainable livelihood of their families. Most of these women’s age point out that they begin to be in this informal sector from the tender age, and this could be attributed to numerous reasons (Motala, 2003). With regards to community entrepreneurship, the group fills in as the entrepreneurial actor in accommodating the monetary and social standing of the group. Group business enterprise highlights the utilisation of systems of people focused on the group, in spite of the fact that it is not really revenue driven (Nyssens, 2006).

Entities, not the legislature or government, manage group activities, and given the concentration of non-benefits in advancing group enterprise as maybe a more viable answer for improvement in devastated markets of rising economies, group business enterprise shares a few components, that is the nearness in ruined settings and system based operations with informal business people. While the management does not control the methods of group business enterprise, these group undertakings may, in any case be enrolled elements, not at all like the endeavours of informal business people. Likewise, informal business visionaries regularly try to advance their own needs rather than those of the group (Neuwirth, 2011).

Women’s participation and representation in governance structures are considered a right. This right has been recognised in several regional and international human rights instruments; notable among them is the Convention for the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), and the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People’s
Rights on the Rights of Women. The government of Ghana, as a signatory to these conventions, for example, has committed itself to act on gender issues and gender equality at all levels of society.

Furthermore, the Ghanaian 1992 Constitution mandates the government to ensure fair treatment of men and women (Nakawuki 2015). This notwithstanding, women continue to face subtle discrimination in the civil service. Thus, inequality in the workplace has its roots in the sex differentiation before and during the colonial period, and the ripple effect is being experienced in Ghana and most African societies in recent times. This problem was embedded in the governance structure and in education. In terms of the governance structure, it shows how the colonial government consistently discriminated against women through explicit policies in the public sector. For instance, in 1928 the government of Ghana stipulated that women in the service who were getting married should resign from their positions.

Since the end of apartheid in 1994, the political and economic structure of South Africa has changed. While people from other parts of the world see South Africa improving economically in Africa, the reality is that the majority of South Africans still live in severe and abject poverty, as a result of the injustices of the apartheid government. Policies are directed primarily at addressing the imbalance created by the apartheid regime (Nel & McQuaid, 2002). The end of the apartheid rule led to the adoption of a new constitution of South Africa where chapter 7 defines the responsibilities of the local government (RSA, 1996).

Local governments (Municipalities) form part of the three spheres of government in South Africa. The municipality is by obligation bound to fulfill certain constitutional objectives which, among others, include promoting social and economic development and encouraging the involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local government (RSA, 1996). The DPLG (2006) highlighted a huge lack of literature on LED in the Southern part of the world, however stating that a lot has been written from regions such as Latin America, East, and South Asia adding to the available literature from Brazil which describes the emergence of economic clusters including the Campinas high technology cluster noted for its strong linkages between research institutes and local firms. Since then, South Africa has developed an LED framework to work as a guiding tool towards achieving
the aim of LED. The South African Government has undertaken measures to establish national government initiatives to address gender issues.

The 1998 National Action Plan for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights (NAP) that deals with the political rights of women suggests attempts made by the government to protect women. Vyas-Doorgapersad (2016) states that NAP is the outcome of the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action 1993. South Africa, in 1995, signed and ratified CEDAW followed by the establishment of the Commission on Gender Equality that is an integral part of the National Machinery for Gender Equality aimed at developing and conducting educational programmes. It also evaluates bills related to the status of women, and considers suggestions and recommendations concerning the promotion of gender equality. Additionally, the Office on the Status of Women advances the national policy on gender equality, and conducts researches on gender issues. This enhances effective implementation of gender policies and programmes at the national, provincial and local spheres of government.

The Office of the Status of Women developed a National Framework for Women’s Empowerment and Gender Equality which was adopted in 2000 in order to strengthen the voices of women in political decision-making at the three spheres of government (Legislature, Executive, and Judiciary). It further stressed the need to establish a local government machinery to advance the empowerment of women and gender equality.

The Women’s Caucus of the South African Local Government Association (SALGA) in partnership with the Department of Provincial Affairs and Local Government (DPLG) adopted the Benoni Declaration 2005 that stressed the need to formulate and implement strategies to enhance women representation and participation in local government. In terms of legislation, the Local Government White Paper 1998, with reference to gender, states that “local government is uniquely placed to analyse and understand power dynamics within a community, and ensure that those who tend to be excluded and marginalised can become active and equal participants in community and the transformation of the settlements where they live”.

Under the concept of “Developmental Local Government”, the White Paper accepts that “there are many obstacles to the equal and effective participation of women, such obstacles include social values and norms, as well as practical issues such as lack of transport, household responsibilities, and personal safety, among others. Therefore, Developmental
Local Government seeks various strategies to enhance women participation at the local government level. The Local Government: Municipal Structures Act 1998, under section 73 (3) (a) (i), suggests the need of procedural rules for women to be equitably represented on ward committees, which is significant because these committees inform their councilors about the most pressing needs of the community. The Local Government: Municipal Systems Act 2000, under section 17 (3) (c), stresses that, when establishing the mechanisms, processes, and procedures of community participation, the special needs of women must be taken into account. Further, the background of the city and informal traders at the City of uMhlathuze shall be discussed.

2.3 Informal economy

The informal economy is the differentiated set of economic activities, enterprises, jobs, and workers that are not controlled or protected by the state. The concept is mostly practical to self-employment in small unregistered enterprises. It has been expanded to include wage employment in unprotected jobs.

To begin with, it is imperative to simply define the term informal economy for the purpose of this study. The informal economy of a society is the enhanced arrangement of economic exercises, ventures or business, employment, and specialists that are not managed or secured by the state. That is the idea which is initially connected to independent work in little-unregistered ventures. It has been extended to incorporate wage work in unprotected occupations. Castells and Portes (1989) characterized this as "a particular type of income creating generation unregulated by the establishments of society in a legitimate and social condition in which comparative exercises are managed".

In spite of the fact that this characterises the informal economy through the perspective of both the "lawful" (formal) and "social" (casual or informal) foundations in a general public, it neglects to perceive in the first place, that regardless of the possibility that unregulated by formal organizations, the casual economy sector is controlled by the standards of casual establishments. Also, regardless of the possibility that movement is "illicit" from the perspective of formal foundations, it can be "honest to goodness" from the perspective of casual organisations (Siqueira et al., 2016; Webb et al., 2009). In this regard, it is, therefore, significant to characterise the informal economy as socially legal undertakings or activities which are lawful in all regards other than that they are not announced to the specialists for expense, government managed savings or work law purposes (European Commission, 2007;
OECD, 2012; Williams, 2014a, b). If otherwise, it is not lawful and real in every single other regard; it is not some portion of the informal economy. While the formal economy is lawful, from the perspective of formal foundations, and genuine, which is, from the perspective of informal establishments, the informal economy is illicit however authentic, not at all like the criminal economy, for example; constrained work which is both unlawful and ill-conceived (Ponsaers et al., 2008).

In clarifying support in the informal economy in an institutional point of view since the turn of the thousand years, various reviews uncover that cooperation in the informal economy shifts not just by worldwide district (ILO, 2013), cross-broadly (Likic-Brboric et al., 2013; Papyrakis, 2014; Putinins and Sauka, 2015; Schneider, 2013; Williams, 2014a, b) and locally and territorially (Kesteloot and Meert, 1999; Williams and Shahid, 2016), additionally by age (Pedersen, 2003), sexual orientation (ILO, 2013; Leonard, 1994, 1998; Stănculescu, 2005), pay level (Boels, 2014; Williams, 2004) and work status (Brill, 2011; Williams et al., 2013).

To clarify the casual economy, Williams (2014a) highlights that, most reviews in this regard have received one of three contending hypothetical clarifications.

Firstly, "modernisation" hypothesis clarifies the informal economy as the absence of monetary improvement and modernisation of state administrations (Geertz, 1963; ILO, 2013; Lewis, 1959). Secondly, "neo-liberal" hypothesis clarifies the informal economy as coming about because of high assessments and over-oppressive principles and controls (De Soto, 1989, 2001; Nwabuzor, 2005). Thirdly, "political economy" hypothesis believes that informal economy has come about because of deficient state mediation and an absence of protections from specialists (Castells and Portes, 1989; Dau and Cuervo-Cazurra, 2014; ILO, 2014; Meagher, 2010; Slavnic, 2010).

The issue with the clarifications which seem to centre upon national level conditions is that they cannot consider and clarify why a few people take interest in the informal economy and others do not. As of late, notwithstanding, observational reviews on "expense confidence" (tax morale), characterised as the inborn inspiration to pay charges owed, have started to do as such by looking at how the agreeableness of interest in the informal economy fluctuates crosswise over people and populaces (Cummings et al., 2009; McKerchar et al., 2013). The finding over a scope of settings is that typically assessment confidence is lower among men, single individuals, the unemployed and independently employed, and increments with religiosity, age, saw economic well-being and wage however is adversely identified with
years spent in formal training (Alm and Torgler, 2006; Cannari and D'Alessio, 2007; Daude and Melguizo, 2010; Daude et al., 2013; Kastlunger et al., 2013; Lago-Peñas and Lago-Peñas, 2010; Martínez-Vázquez and Torgler, 2009; Williams and Martinez, 2014; Williams and Martinez-Perez, 2014).

These experimental reviews likewise uncover a solid connection between assessment assurance and support in the informal economy. The lower is the level of assessment confidence, the higher is the level of investment in the informal economy. Notably, with Pearson findings, the values are between −0.46 and −0.66 (Alm and Torgler, 2006; Alm et al., 2006; Halla, 2010; Riahi-Belkaoui, 2004; Richardson, 2006; Torgler, 2011; Torgler and Schneider, 2009).

To confirm this, Alm and Torgler (2006) concentrated on Europe and USA as they discovered a solid negative connection (Pearson r ¼ −0.460) noteworthy at the 0.05 level. Investigation of the direct relationship in a basic relapse demonstrates that the variable duty assurance can clarify 20% of the aggregate fluctuation of the measure of the informal economy. Additionally, Alm et al. (2006) concentrating on more nations locate a solid negative relationship (r ¼ −0.657), noteworthy at the 0.01 level. Thus, low-chance assurance is connected with bigger informal economies, with the variable expense confidence clarifying more than 30% of the aggregate fluctuation of the span of the informal economy. This is likewise the case in most developing nations.

Torgler (2005) finds in Latin America a solid negative relationship (−0.511), noteworthy at the 0.05 level. Nevertheless, all social orders or societies have formal foundations. These are classified laws and directions which characterise the legitimate tenets of the diversion, that is, recommending what is then called ‘government ethical quality’. Additionally, informal foundations of the society are the ‘socially shared guidelines, typically unwritten. ‘They are usually imparted and authorised outside formally endorsed channels’ (Helmke and Levitsky, 2004, p. 727). Hence, Helmke and Levitsky (2004) recommend ‘societal ethical quality’.

The standards, qualities, and convictions of a general public's informal organisations can be either ‘corresponding’ in the event that they fortify formal foundations or are ‘substitutive’ if their principles are incongruent with those of the formal establishments (North, 1990; Williams and Vorley, 2015). The observational reviews on expense decide that the social adequacy of the informal economy measures the degree to which societal intense quality lines up with government ethical quality.
2.4 Women and the Informal Economy

As defined by the International Labour Organization (ILO, 2017), the informal economy involves about 75% of all non-agrarian (formal) work in developing nations. In spite of the fact that it is difficult to sum up economic issues concerning the nature of the informal business, it frequently implies poor work conditions and is related to expanding neediness. A portion of the characteristic features of informal employment or business is the absence of security in case of non-installment of wages, obligatory additional time or additional shifts, lay-offs without notice or remuneration, hazardous working conditions and the non-appearance of social advantages such as: benefits, weakened pay, and medical coverage.

Nevertheless, women, vagrants and other vulnerable groups of specialists who are rejected from different open doors have minimal decision, however, to take informal low-quality employment. The resolution concerning respectable work and the informal economy received by the International Labour Conference in June 2002 required the necessities of specialists and financial units in the informal economy to be tended to, with accentuation on a coordinated approach from a fair work point of view.

The ILO has set up components to gather and offer lessons from great practice and approach over the four key goals. These four strategic objectives at the heart of the decent work agenda include the following:

- To set and promote standards and fundamental principles and rights at work;
- To create greater opportunities for women and men to decent employment and income;
- To enhance the coverage and effectiveness of social protection for all; and to strengthen tripartite and social dialogue (ILO, 2017), and diverse areas with a view to enhancing "know how" and "show how".

Considering women in the informal economy and the efforts they make in contributing to the development of the society, a couple of things are of passion under this subject which is the genuine execution and flexibility of women who work in today's informal economy. This is notwithstanding the various day by day confinements they confront at their business environment.

They carry out their business in settings where the formal economy fails to give occupations to the greater part of individuals who are less talented and who are accordingly losses of the
industrialist framework. Their part is noticeable in the monetary circle at the family unit level and also inside society overall. The individuals who bolster families and teach the young ones are frequently the similar ones who are involved in government and the private areas. This part, in any case, is not generally perceived and there are real approach crevices that leave women unprotected and inclined to misuse (Thembela & Francis, 2014). Women are frequently undermined by their male partners who utilise conventional standards to enslave them.

This is plainly exhibited by those in joint relationships and for individuals working in the informal economy. Despite this, most women have discovered methods for getting over problematic conditions that tend to decimate them. They can transcend these impediments – to adapt – as well as to assemble a better than average living. They have discovered other methods for assembling themselves and each other, on occasion fabricating their own particular relationship as an approach to manage the difficulties they encounter.

The informal economy, considered as either cross-fringe exchange (trade) or distributing, has been the pillar of innumerable poor individuals’ vocations in developing countries, particularly in Africa, not excluding the Southern Africa sub-region. Numerous researchers have endeavoured to characterise the informal economy and, traditionally, the informal economy has been portrayed as the division of the economy which is unregulated and described by negative viewpoints, such as tax avoidance (Bacchetta, Ernst & Bustamante, 2009, cited in Mwaba, 2010). Others portray it as a part of giving underestimated receipts, utilising unchartered courses and pirating merchandise, including unlawful and illicit wares (Njiwa, 2013: 22).

However, from a practical point of view, the informal division can be depicted as a part of the economy that is run by individuals who attempt to make decent living through their own drive and undertaking. Additionally, the informal economy regularly lacks government support. Nevertheless, this segment of the economy makes an extensive commitment to the decrease of family unit neediness or poverty. As such, the informal economy, likewise, goes about as wellbeing net for unemployed individuals in the area, as laid out in an Advocacy Strategy by the Southern African Development Community (SADC, 2011: 5).

Unfortunately, many governments in Southern Africa and Africa as a whole do not recognise the importance of the sector despite its enormous contribution to the region’s economy. For instance, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID, 2010) has
estimated that the value of trade conducted by women in the SADC region is approximately US$7 billion annually. However, many governments view it as a threat (Makombe, 2011: 44) as opposed to managing and nurturing it so that it becomes a secure and viable support system for people who cannot secure formal employment or for those who have identified opportunities to create businesses for themselves and employ others.

The disappointment of national governments to make occupations, combined with the neoliberal strategies of international finance institutions presented in the late 1980s, which have brought about deindustrialization, has enabled the informal economy to develop and it is developing quickly as more individuals are getting being required in the segment because of employment misfortunes in the formal division. A few reviews show that women have been the major key players in the informal area of the economy (Tsitsi, 2002, King and Ayeh, 2003, Lund and Skinner, 2000, and Ahikire and Ampaire, 2003, referred to in Mitullah, 2004).

Additionally, the membership data compiled by the Southern Africa Cross Borders Trade Association (SACBTA & SAT, 2014) demonstrate that, out of the 52,574 enlisted individuals, 72% are women. Various elements could clarify why the dominant part of people in this area are mostly women. To begin with, as stated by Ramani et al. (2013), it is proposed that the informal economy is a wellspring of business which is more receptive to the requirements of women. Also, by far most of the women lead their business from their homes or in the city (Chen, 2001). Moreover, women have a tendency to be overrepresented in low salary employments as men overpopulate upper portion occupations while in the same place.

Hence, it can be presumed that women may take part in the division since it is the best or the main way they can procure a living for themselves and possibly their families. This might be because of an absence of work openings that would require a woman and or experience, and an absence of abilities and a high lack of education rates could be another reason. However, there are additional women who have intentionally occupied the informal segment since they have distinguished open doors in which to exceed expectations. Such women might be accomplished and generally enabled to work in the formal economy yet they have selected to work in the informal economy. Whatever their purposes behind taking part in the informal economy, what at last drives women to settle on such decisions is simply the requirement for a protected work for themselves and for their families.
2.5 The Structure and Informal traders at the City of uMhlathuze

It has been the essential concentration of the uMhlathuze Local Municipality (ULM) to put its city Vision without action since 2011. The Council change initiative has, in the long run, observed an adjustment in the Municipality structure. This is expected to see to the need to adjust the key purpose to the association's internal structures; thereby creating a direct connection between the city's rising groups based output-driven organogram and the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) (IDP, 2008). The Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 (MSA) requires a municipality to yearly survey and embrace its IDP as indicated by its execution measures and changing conditions and revise its IDP with regards to the recommended procedure.

However, it is important to indicate here that IDPs plan is to link, coordinate, arrange and take into account the proposition for the improvement of the region; System to annihilate the advancement heritage of the past; Adjust the assets and limit of the district with the usage of the arrangement; Form the strategy structure and general premise on which yearly spending plans must be based; Educate arranging, administration and basic leadership exercises in the municipality; Be perfect with national and common improvement arrangements and arranging prerequisites authoritative on the region as far as enactment. Notwithstanding managing organs of express, the IDP ought to be a useful report to support and guide potential interest in the city range.

The Annual Budget and the IDP are inseparably connected to each other. This is because it has been formalised through the declaration of the Municipal Finance Management Act (2004). Part 4 and Section 21 (1) of the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) demonstrates that: The Mayor of a municipality must-at minimum 10 months before the beginning of the budget year table in the city board a period plan plotting key due date, the arrangement, tabling and endorsement of the yearly spending plan, the yearly survey of the coordinated advancement arranged in accordance to section 34 of the Municipal Systems Act; and the financial backing related approaches.

The tabling and reception of any revisions to the incorporated improvement arrangement, the financial backing related approaches, and the consultative procedures shaping some portion of the procedures alluded to in subparagraphs (i), (ii) and, uMhlathuze's incorporated arranging procedure is based and impacted by arrangements and arranging forms at nearby area, common and national levels. Therefore, it is the goal of uMhlathuze Municipality to add
to development and advancement inside uThungulu District, KwaZulu Natal and to South Africa on the loose (IDP, 2008). Fundamental to the readiness of Integrated Development Plans, is the necessity to guarantee a fruitful organised public cooperation or public process.

The Municipal Structures Act determines a necessity of community interest in the IDP procedure. In this manner, it guarantees that all part players and partners have a chance to make contributions to issues straightforwardly influencing them. However, the question remains: is investing a sacrosanct prerequisite, as well as being enacted through the Municipal Systems Act (MSA), among different bits of enactment?

2.6 Theoretical Framework

There are several theories relevant for this study; however, this study employs the use of Gender Mainstreaming and Institutional theories. This study is, therefore, informed by the Institutional theory and gender mainstreaming theories. This is because it assesses the participatory role of women with regards to the LED programme.

2.6.1 Gender Mainstreaming Theory

Gender inequality manifests itself through complex web of forces which are socially, culturally and historically entrenched in societies, relationships and may be difficult to be changed by isolated interventions. Gender mainstreaming implies political change and redistribution of power and resources. This endeavour seems equally impossible to achieve given that the forces which control the political sphere are male-dominated. Thus, the initiatives aimed for gender equality and the rights of women are expected to be built on this long and rich history of grassroots level practice and engagement. As a practice, gender mainstreaming is intended as a way of improving the effectiveness of mainline policies by making visible the gendered nature of assumptions, processes and outcomes (Walby, 2005). In theoretical terms, Walby (2005) further states that gender mainstreaming is a process of revising key concepts in order to grasp more adequately a world that is gendered instead of the establishment of a separatist gender theory. By revising the key concepts, this author indicates that the key concepts are those practices such as discrimination towards women and other invisible barriers which block the emancipation of women. The main emphasis on Gender Mainstream Theory is that women should be given opportunities similar to those which are usually given to men. This is expected to be visible both in theoretical and practical terms. Suffice to state that gender mainstreaming remains the cornerstone to the development of the community as well as the country.
Mainstreaming involves ensuring that gendered perspective is central to all activities including planning, implementation, and monitoring of all programmes, projects, and legislation (Bradshaw, Castellino and Diop, 2013). The undertone in this assertion is that there is an institution which yields the power to implement mainstreaming. Such an institution is governmental and other related government entities. Women who are emerging entrepreneurs and those who are involved in street vending businesses are the ones who require more assistance from the mainstreaming initiatives. Women in rural areas can also contribute to development in the same manner as those in urban areas if they are initiated and guided in the development processes of their choice (Kongolo, 2009). This assertion echoes a known phenomenon regarding women in rural areas, including their social plights which, among others, include being excluded from the business skills development. Up-lifting rural women, as well as those in informal business with entrepreneurial skills is envisaged to enable them penetrate the world which has been ever elusive. Thus, mainstreaming initiatives are considered invaluable and necessary.

According to the ILO (2010), gender mainstreaming is a strategy or process that aims at achieving gender equality. In essence, gender mainstreaming is not necessarily meant to achieve gender equity, perhaps it is better to view it from an enabling prism. Gender mainstreaming gives voice to women whose voices have been for many years subjected to suppression. However, by giving women voices it does not necessarily mean giving them equal power or status as their male counterparts, but it ensures that they are empowered in certain areas and are able to perform as expected without having to depend on the male gender for every need. It reignites the sense of belonging and further gives them a rationale for their existence. Therefore, gender mainstreaming requires policies, programmes and institutional structures that are given powers to redress existing inequalities and to preserve equality between women and men. On the other hand, it means that measures to address the specific needs and priorities of women and men, both separately or together, should be encouraged and adopted.

A participatory approach such as LED requires not only a balanced representation of women and men participating in the process, but the creation of conditions in which opinions of all participants are freely voiced and defended. In addition, the planning and implementation of LED strategies need to be truly responsive to the specific and, at times, different concerns of women and men successful gender mainstreaming in local economic development processes that bring about fundamental changes in power relations between women and men. Vyas-
Doorgapersad (2016) states that LED can be seen as a platform aimed at capacitating both women and men by means of promoting the socio-economic evolvement of households. However, gender inequalities hamper the equal and significant participation of women in LED processes.

According to ILO (2010), mainstreaming is not about adding a ‘woman’s component’ or even a ‘gender equality component’ into an existing activity. It goes beyond increasing women’s participation; it means bringing the experience, knowledge, and interests of women and men to bear on the development agenda. It may entail identifying the need for changes in that agenda. It may also require changes in goals, strategies, and actions in order for both women and men to possibly influence, participate in, and benefit from development processes.

The goal of mainstreaming gender equality is thus the transformation of unequal social and institutional structures into equal and just structures for both men and women. In areas where women or men are in a particularly disadvantageous position due to past discrimination, affirmative action may be required to correct the imbalance. These are temporary, gender-specific interventions conferring certain advantages on the disadvantaged group that enable it to participate in and benefit equally from development efforts.

The informal economy encompasses the set of economic activities that take place outside formal boundaries of the economy, but within informal aspects. Moreover, this is the case within the uMhlathuze Local Municipality. Thus, this prompts more women to engage in several informal economic activities as street vendors and to sell local items particularly agricultural produce to household businesses. As the women carry several economic activities within the informal sphere of the economy of uMhlathuze, they feel lost out in the competition in getting jobs easily in the formal economy like their male counterparts. Hence, they hold to the belief that it is impossible for them to create income for households and revenue for the uMhlathuze Local Municipal area as well as to contribute to the development of the municipality.

2.6.2 Objectives and Concept of Gender Mainstreaming

There is little accord in regards to the idea of sexual orientation or gender mainstreaming. The term is as yet argumentative and is attributed as an assortment of implications in the political and the scholarly field (Vyas-Doorgapersad, 2016). The possibility of gender mainstreaming first rose inside the extent of the improvement strategy. In 1984, UNIFEM, the women fund of the United Nations, incorporated "Mainstreaming” in its programme and
after one year it showed up as a system at the Third UN World Conference on Women held in Nairobi where it was viewed as a procedure that is expected to coordinate women’s esteems completely into improvement work. Nonetheless, in the wake of being connected to the governmental issues of the European Council in 1994, mainstreaming was consolidated in the 'Stage for Action' at the Fourth World Conference of the United Nations in Beijing that occurred one year later (Booth and Bennett, 2002). The European Commission formally perceived mainstreaming in the Third Community Action Programme for Equal Opportunities (1991-1995) which recognised that current strategies were incongruous and neglected to enhance the lives of most women (Booth and Bennett, 2002).

In European Union Law, Gender Mainstreaming as a strategy to advance equity amongst men and women in all fields of approach is incorporated into Article 3(2) EC. It has been characterised by the Commission as it is stated: The efficient combination of the individual circumstances, needs and women's needs and men in all strategies and with a view to advancing equity amongst women and men and assembling all broad arrangements and measures, particularly with the end goal of accomplishing uniformity by effectively and straightforwardly considering, at the arranging stage, their consequences for the separate circumstances of women and men in usage, checking and assessment (Chalmers, 2004).

Another vital development of gender mainstreaming is that it is not just women who are the objective gathering of the technique. The equalisation is not constrained to one field of approach, but rather all territories of arrangement should fuse gender issues and men ought to be operators of gender equality as well. By making unmistakable the after effects of approaches on 'gender', this point of view isolates the conduct from the natural "sex" making it conceivable to take gender at the significance of conduct itself and to break down its capacity and authenticity (Stiegler, 2005).

With regards to the above definition the Council distinguishes a few attributes of an important precondition for the powerful execution of sex mainstreaming: a political will, particular gender balance policy, sex-disaggregated measurements, learning of sex relations, and information of the organisation, fundamental assets and Human Resources, and also a lot of females entering the basic leadership handle (Council of Europe, 1998). The EU actualised it as a top-down approach, further stating that the developmental setting of Gender Mainstreaming and the way that the technique depends on thoughts of women developments is frequently overlooked.
With reference to Stiegler’s argument, the transformative history of Gender Mainstreaming demonstrates that the idea depends on the absence of energy and also the strengthening of women. While there had been little improvement in gender issues, nevertheless women developments have backfired; which further prompts the advancement of new thoughts on the most proficient method to accomplish greater balance. The acknowledgment of gender mainstreaming in the EU-level mirrors this inner conflict (Marlene, 2008).

Conclusively, it is important to note that gender mainstreaming is a powerful advancement in women's activism both in practice and in theory. The need to locate and eliminate the very reasons for discrimination against women is often well understood, while it frequently remains unclear how to reach this goal in the idea of gender mainstreaming. That is one reason why it is executed in a manner that contrastingly relies upon the national setting; another reason is that gender mainstreaming draws on the points of view of every one of the three rushes of women's rights, however, not all states have built up these viewpoints to a similar degree. Nevertheless, if connected effectively, gender mainstreaming is a transformative methodology that nulls over assorted imbalances and requires the usage of a profoundly established culture of gender fairness in the public eye and its organisations. This is with a specific end goal to effectively execute gender mainstreaming. It is completely vital that policymakers approach wide information of gender relations; this must be acknowledged by gathering experimental information that is disaggregated by sex.

The criticism levelled on gender mainstreaming is that it is so elastic that it is easier to make claims about doing mainstreaming. Daly (2005), states that this tendency toward technocratisation lacks clarity in definition and conceptualisation. The essence in Daly’s (2005) argument is that it is easier for government to claim gender mainstreaming while the reality says otherwise. Earlier, several researchers such as Walby (2005); and Vyas-Doorgapersad (2016) acknowledged that implementing gender mainstreaming initiative could be a complicated task. This criticism against gender mainstreaming did not deter the researcher from adopting this theory because apart from its weaknesses it advocates change in policies for the benefit of women. It also provides an appropriate prism from which government initiatives could be assessed and this made this theory much more relevant for this study.
2.6.3 Institutional Theory

Institutional Theory is a hypothetical or theoretical system for investigating social (especially hierarchical) phenomena which see the social world as altogether contained foundations – persevering standards, practices, and structures that set conditions on activity. Foundations are major in clarifying the social world since they are incorporated with the social request and direct the stream of social life. They are the constants that decide the tenets of variety.

According to Thomas and Masoud (2008), establishments condition activity since take-offs from them are naturally balanced by social controls that make a deviation from the social request expensive. These controls connect rebelliousness with expanded expenses through an expansion in chance, more prominent psychological requests, or a decrease in authenticity and the assets that go with it. Establishments are not all over the place and for everybody; rather, they are arranged in particular social settings and condition activity within those unique circumstances (Thomas and Masoud, 2008).

Institutional research commonly concentrates on the institutional setting. These are sets of foundations and their connections and impacts that are important in a circumstance. It is also said that institutional settings give intellectual systems to social on-screen characters, and these structures both oblige and empower activity. Institutional settings oblige activity by sanctioning guidelines that are frequently undetectable, having an underestimated status among performing artists in that unique circumstance (Thomas & Masoud, 2008).

In the meantime, these settings empower activity by making the world justifiable and activities significant. The resurgence of institutional hypothesis in the 1970s started with examinations of the impacts of institutional settings on the structures of associations (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). After some time, according to Thomas and Masoud, (2008), specialists started to hypothesise the flow of the institutional setting itself. For example, they analysed how a social certainty can achieve the status of an organisation, that is, end up noticeably regulated. These endeavours have extended institutional hypothesis to constitute an extensive variety of social research. According to Scott (2004), Institutional Theory or Hypothesis is one which lays emphasis on more profound and stronger parts of the social structure. He further states that Institutional Theory considers the procedures by which structures, including plans, standards, and schedules, end up noticeably settled as definitive rules for social conduct.
Diverse parts of institutional hypothesis clarify how these components are made, diffused, received, and adjusted over space and time; and how they fall into decay and neglect. In characterising foundations, as indicated by Scott (1995), there is "no single and all around concurred meaning of an "organisation" in the institutional school of thought." Scott (2001) affirms that: Establishments are social structures that have accomplished a high level of strength. They are made out of social psychological, regularising, and regulative components that, together with related exercises and assets, give dependability and importance to social life. Organisations are transmitted by different sorts of transporters, including typical frameworks, social frameworks, schedules, and antiquities. Establishments work at various levels of purview, from the world framework to restricted relational connections. Establishments, by definition, indicate security, yet are liable to change forms, both incremental and broken.

Scott (2008) opines that institutional hypothesis is a generally acknowledged hypothetical stance that stresses reasonable myths, isomorphism, and authenticity. According to Kraft’s Public Policy (2007), Institutional Theory is Strategy- making that stresses the formal and lawful parts of government structures. There are two major patterns in institutional hypothesis or theory; they include the Old Institutionalism and New institutionalism. Powell and DiMaggio (1991) characterise a rising viewpoint in Organisation Theory and humanism, which they term the 'new institutionalism', as dismissing the reasonable performer models of Classical financial or economic aspects. However, it looks for intellectual and social clarifications of social and hierarchical marvels by considering the properties of supra-singular units of investigation that cannot be decreased to collections or direct outcomes of people's characteristics or intentions. Scott (1995) demonstrates that keeping in mind the end goal to survive a sector of associations must comply with the principles and conviction frameworks winning in the area (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1977), in light of the fact that institutional isomorphism, both auxiliary and procedural, will acquire the association authenticity (Dacin, 1997; Deephouse, 1996; Suchman, 1995). For example, multinational partnerships (MNCs - Multinational Corporation) working in various nations with shifting institutional conditions will confront different weights. Some of those weights in host and home institutional situations are vouched for to apply essential impacts on aggressive technique (Martinsons, 1993; Porter, 1990).

Non-governmental organisations also are known as the NGOs and social associations can likewise be powerless to isomorphic weights (Kraft, 2007). Nonetheless, there could be some
difficulties in various sorts of economies. There is generous confirmation that organisations or a sector of an economy, the informal economy, in various sorts of economies, respond distinctively to comparative difficulties (Knetter, 1989). Social, monetary or economic, and political elements constitute an institutional structure of a specific situation which furnishes firms with focal points for taking part in particular sorts of exercises there. Organisations have a tendency to perform more productively on the off chance when they get the institutional support. Nevertheless, Martinsons (1998) recognised deficiencies of the institutional theory - he, therefore, developed a theory of institutional insufficiencies (TIDE), proposing that relationship-based trade will win where control based markets cannot thrive because of institutional inadequacies. Martinsons (2008) stretches out TIDE to indicate how the improvement of relationship-based web-based business in China has come about because of that nation's absence of reliable and enforceable arrangement of guidelines for working together. His hypothesis proposes that components, for example, individual associations (organising in the United States, Guanxi in China, Blat in Russia, among others), informal information, and obscured business-government relations (which additionally energise defilement) will oblige the move from the physical commercial centre to online market spaces.

2.6.4 Institutional Theory and Informal economy

The theory suggests that enduring systems, or institutions, influence individuals and firms' actions without necessarily having to mobilise and intervene to achieve expectations (Clemens and Cook, 1999). North (1990) separated institutions into formal institutions including laws, regulations, and their supporting apparatuses, and informal institutions as society's norms, values, and beliefs. Formal and informal institutions define the “generalised perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within” these formal and informal prescriptions (Suchman, 1995).

By defining opportunities and facilitating interactions among actors, institutions encourage socially acceptable behaviours and outcomes through a system of constraints and incentives (Clemens and Cook, 1999). Characteristics of the institutional environment influence the entrepreneurship process. Differences in formal and informal institutions' definitions of social acceptability and the degree of bureaucracy in the institutional environment enable opportunity recognition for entrepreneurs in the informal economy.
Weak enforcement of formal institutions, conflicting institutional centres, group-level institutions, and counterfeiting facilitate opportunity exploitation. The informal economy encompasses the set of economic activities that take place outside formal institutional boundaries, but within informal institutional boundaries. This is the case with uMhlathuze Local Municipal area where the women carry several economic activities within the informal sphere of the economy, thereby contributing to the development, and further creating income for the household and revenue for the local municipal area. Institutional theorists suggest that formal institutions represent the classification of norms and beliefs held by those groups of individuals in positions of power in society (Scott, 1995).

Lately, a clarification for why business visionaries work in the informal sector has been on the rise which is quickly increasing across the board acknowledgment. Researchers embracing Institutional Hypothesis have drawn a refinement between formal organisations and informal institutions and delineated casual segment business people or road merchant as working outside formal institutional limits, yet inside the limits of informal establishments (De Castro, Khavul, and Bruton, 2014; Webb et al., 2009; Webb, Ireland, and Ketchen, 2014; Welter and Smallbone, 2011; Williams and Vorley, 2014). From institutional point of view, the inclination for business visionaries to work in the informal part is disclosed to come about because of the asymmetry amongst formal and casual or informal organisations in a general public; the more noteworthy the incongruence amongst formal and casual establishments, the more business people work in the casual or informal division. In most recent times, this institutional clarification for informal segment business enterprise has tended, for simplicity of investigation, to parcel off casual business visionaries from "standard" formal business people and to study them as a different classification or sub-teach.

The issue with this is in lived practice; numerous business visionaries are neither entirely formal nor completely casual. They work someplace amidst these two extremes, showing different levels of informalisation (Chen, 2012; De Castro, Khavul, and Bruton, 2014; De Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff, 2013; Jones, Ram, and Edwards, 2006; Welter and Smallbone, 2009; Williams, 2006).

2.6.5 The Informalisation of Businesses

Clearly, all social orders or almost all societies around the world in any case, have informal organisations or institutions which can be characterised as the socially shared tenets. They are typically unwritten, imparted and authorised outside formally endorsed channels (Helmke
and Levitsky 2004). Also, they can be viewed as the standards, qualities and convictions that shape what is socially adequate (North, 1990; Webb et al., 2013; Webb, Ireland, and Ketchen, 2014). According to scholars of institutional theories, when the classified laws and directions of the formal foundations of a general public are incongruent with the standards, qualities, and convictions of its informal establishments, the development of monetary attempt tends to be lined up with the laws and controls of formal organisations, however, within the limits of what informal organisations regard worthy (Webb et al. 2009, 2013; Webb, Ireland, and Ketchen 2014).

Business people or organised street vendors in the informal area speak to a model; they work outside formal institutional limits, yet inside the limits of informal organisations (De Castro, Khavul, and Bruton, 2014; De Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff, 2013; Gërshani, 2004; London et al., 2014; Tonoyan et al., 2010; Williams and Vorley, 2014). As Webb et al. (2009) attest, such casual business people are "illicit" according to formal establishments, however, frequently observed as "genuine" from the perspective of the standards, qualities, and convictions containing a Williams and Shahid society's informal establishments. The level of asymmetry or incongruence between the formal and informal organisations along these lines decides the level of the casual business enterprise.

At the point when the disparity is substantial, business visionaries probably work in the informal sector. Up to this point, in any case, this institutional clarification for informal division enterprise has tended, not slightest for simplicity of examination, to receive a dualistic delineation of formal and informal business visionaries as discrete gatherings and in doing such, to parcel off the informal business people from standard formal business visionaries and study them as a different class or sub-train. However, there have been calls for spots to be situated on a continuum or field from entirely formal to completely casual (Dibben and Williams, 2012; Jones, Ram, and Edwards, 2006; Williams, 2014b) and employment on a range from completely formal to completely casual (Williams and Padmore, 2013; Woolfson, 2007). It is comparatively the case that undertakings and business visionaries are presently progressively observed as showing shifting degrees of formalisation (Chen, 2012; Williams, Round, and Rodgers, 2013). Nevertheless, studies demonstrate that there are different writings which are perceived to aid cooperation in informal business enterprise. Variety of individual and logical elements that join in various approaches to deliver different results in various socio-spatial settings are considered as contributing factors.
(Renooy et al. 2004; Williams 2006; Williams and Windebank 1998). This study shall further discuss the various degrees of informal business and categorisations.

At the individual level, there are qualities that inform how business people take part in informal business segment. Six attributes can be distinguished and this may possibly impact the level of formalisation of business people, the first to be considered here is the age factor. Scholars such as: Fortin et al. (1996); Pedersen (2003); Williams and Martinez-Perez (2014a), argue that more youthful individuals are less inclined to work formally. This is likewise distinguished in uMhlathuze Municipality (Kemal and Mahmood, 1998), in spite of the fact that Gennari (2004) discovered a model called the U-shaped example with more youthful and more established business visionaries more prone to work casually (Gennari, 2004), this is further clarified regarding the absence of option methods for social support for older age bracket. Income is a key factor, some contend that informal enterprise is amassed in low-wage populaces (Ahmad 2008), others attest that in spite of the fact that lower-wage bunches excessively take part in casual business enterprise, they have less benefit, implying that such attempt strengthens, as opposed to lessens, the imbalances delivered by the formal economy. The outcome is that taking part in informal business enterprise prompts a fortified minimisation of their position (Williams 2014a). This varies crosswise over populaces, not slightest contingent on the level of social security accessible to bring down pay populaces (Williams and Nadin 2014).

Additionally, as the level of educational achievement of business visionaries expands the inclination to work on formal premise increases (Bàculo, 2001; Copisarow, 2004; Copisarow & Barbour, 2004). Burqi and Afaqi (1996) contend that, individuals with more elevated amounts of formal education and training are prone to move from being shards (untalented understudies) to ustads (ace craftspeople) and independently employ individuals in informal sector of the economy. The next is the Gender Sexual orientation of the society.

Women in business in the informal economy are more probable both to fire up endeavours and keep working in the informal economy than men. This is distinguished in England, according to a study done by Williams (2009a), Ukraine (Williams, 2009b) and Moscow (Williams and Round, 2009). It is additionally the case in Pakistan and South Africa where, like somewhere else, the gendering of business enterprise is isolated along sectoral lines (Kemal and Mahmood 1998). This is also observed at uMhlathuze Municipality which is the area of study, with more women engaging in street vendor or business.
Furthermore, time of business is a factor in starting as a street vendor. It has been uncovered by many that business start-ups are probably going to work in the informal division of the economy, according to Barbour and Llanes (2013); Dellot (2012); Small Business Council (2004); Williams and Martinez-Perez (2014a). This is based on the grounds that informal division works as a proving ground for business wanderers as stated by Williams and Martinez-Perez (2014a). In the city of uMhlathuze, this is mostly likewise the case, in spite of the fact that a substantially bigger extent of more settled organisations additionally work in the informal segment of the municipality (Kemal and Mahmood 1998).

There is exclusion or prohibition from the formal division, which is another factor to be considered. For some researchers, exclusion from the formal sector is contended to be more common among need driven business people who take part in such enterprise because of their automatic avoidance from the formal domain (Castells & Portes, 1989; Slavnic, 2010; and Taiwo, 2013). Others also contended that investment in the informal enterprise is frequently intentional, keeping in mind the end goal to get away from the expenses of the convention (De Soto 1989, 2001; Small Business Council, 2004). Similarly, in uMhlathuze, a comparative verbal confrontation exists with some contending that informal enterprise involves decision and others that it is because of an absence of decision.

2.7 Summary

This chapter has reviewed pre-existing sources on the theme of the present study. The chapter provides an overview discussion on several themes relating to LED, informal economy and the participation of women in informal settlement. The Local Economic Development was defined in different ways, but the idea behind the concept in this study is the development, empowerment, and improvement of the standard of living for the local citizens. This chapter clarifies LED as a process where local actors shape and share the future of their territory. It was also highlighted that LED can also be a process whereby all institutions, business and non-governmental organisations, and stakeholders from all sectors of the society work together to stimulate economic activities at the local level so as to create jobs and improve the quality of lives of the residents of the community. In terms of theoretical framework, Gender Mainstreaming and Institutional Theories formulated a base for this study, with Gender Mainstreaming being the primary theory.

It was discussed that gender mainstreaming is a powerful advancement in women's activism both in practice and in theory. This theory advocates identification and elimination of reasons
to discriminate against. If implemented effectively, gender mainstreaming initiative could be a transformative methodology that mulls over assorted imbalances and which requires the usage of a profoundly established culture of gender fairness in the public eye and its organisations. With a specific end goal to effectively execute gender mainstreaming, it is completely vital that policymakers approach wide information of gender relations which are expected to be acknowledged by gathering experimental information that are disaggregated by sex or gender.

The next chapter focuses on the analyses of data and findings of the study.
CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1. Introduction
This chapter highlights the techniques the researcher utilised when conducting the research. The study adopted an interpretive paradigm. Hence, only qualitative information was gathered from respondents. The chapter also outlines various research instruments that generally formed the framework of this research.

3.2 Research design
Flick (2006) asserts that research design is a plan for collecting and analysing evidence that makes it possible for the investigator to answer whatever questions he or she posed. This study used qualitative research methods in order to achieve its objective. Qualitative methods can be distinguished from quantitative methods by merely looking at their characteristics. Characteristics of qualitative research methods include natural settings where qualitative researchers collect the data in the field at the site where participants experience the issue or problem under study. The information is gathered by actually talking to people, getting to see their behaviour and actions within the actual context (Creswell, 2009).

Usually, a researcher in a qualitative study is recognised as a key instrument with regard to the collection of data by examining documents (Creswell, 2009). This enables the researcher to review all the data, make sense of it and organise it into categories or themes that cut across all of the data sources. On the other hand, quantitative research methods refer much to the systematic scientific investigation of quantitative properties and phenomena and their relationships.

3.3 Rationale for the qualitative methods
The researcher was interested in establishing the extent to which women informal traders participate in the informal trading sector and also to ascertain their involvement in the LED programmes within uMhlathuze Municipality. The researcher was also interested in data that encapsulate feelings, opinions, and viewpoints of informal traders with regards to their participation in the informal trading sector. Usually, such data cannot be quantified in numeric or statistical format, since they are purely qualitative in nature. Due to this reason, the researcher had to employ qualitative research methods for this study. The subject of this study centres on the gender based matters and using qualitative instrument was seen as ideal to allow the researcher to gain the first-hand experience in relation to women in informal trading business and the manner in which the municipality perceives their role in LED.
According to Gender Mainstreaming Theory, it is imperative that policies are established to improve the wellbeing of women, whether in business or government institutions, and the qualitative approach was helpful in exploring uMhlathuze Municipality’s views on women in informal trading business. The Institutional Theory considers the procedures by which structures, including plans, standards, and schedules, end up noticeably settled as definitive rules for social conduct. The informal trading business is a corner stone for less fortunate people’s wellbeing and, as such, it also needs to be treated as businesses that could have a significant impact in the local economic development within the municipal area. This part of the study was explored by engaging municipality officials on an interview to ascertain the role played by the municipality to protect informal traders, particularly women.

3.4 Data Collection Instruments
The researcher used semi-structured interview to engage the Municipal officials in the office of the uMhlathuze Local Municipality to get their views and opinions on the topic under investigation. Sekaran and Bougie (2009) argue that data collecting instruments or methods are integral elements of the research design. There are several methods available in the research field, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. During semi-structured interview sessions, a guide was used, with questions and topics that were covered in this study. Semi-structured interviews are often used when a researcher wants to delve deeply into a topic in order to understand thoroughly the answers provided. Ten (10) focus group discussions consisting of 4 to 5 women from the informal trading were facilitated at Empangeni and eSikhleni. For the purpose of effective facilitation of focus groups, the researcher used themes to be discussed in a form of questionnaires. The themes were listed on a questionnaire in order to ensure that research participants understood what they were supposed to discuss. The illiteracy factor was also a factor that compelled the researcher to scale down the themes to the level that research participants would have felt comfortable to provide critical data. The researcher used the tape recorder, video camera and field notes to capture information while participants discussed the said theme.

Criteria for Selection of Participants
The following criteria were used to select participants

✓ Level of economic activities
✓ Sustainable businesses
✓ Existing in the area of study

✓ Years of existence (2 years and above)

The decision of the researcher to select the particular focus groups was based on the fact that they were more proactive in carrying out various activities by themselves in the area and not employed by the government or any establishment. Over the years these participants have achieved tangible things for themselves in the area, and have existed for a period of time not less than 5 years in business. They have initiated, nurtured and further developed their projects, and have proven that they can work independently without assistance. The other group at eSikhaleni have not yet recorded tangible success since they constantly require some level of financial assistance from different agencies and the government as well and, therefore, they are not considered independent. Nevertheless, both focus groups manage to continue with their daily business in spite of the financial setbacks and funding challenges during hard times.

3.5 Target Population
In this study, the target population was the urban informal business women/traders (Street vendors) in Empangeni CBD and eSikhaleni Mall and the surroundings, as well as the Municipal officials at uMhlathuze Local Municipality. These informal traders are divided into ladies who cook and sell different food on the street, and ladies who are hairdressers on the street. These informal businesswomen are found at Empangeni CBD, Empangeni Rail, and Richards Bay CBD and in the following locations: KwaDlangezwa, eSikhaleni, Ngwelezane, and Nseleni. The researcher, however, targeted Empangeni CBD and eSikhaleni to enable generalisation of findings. According to Creswell (2012), population in research is a group of individuals who share the same characteristics. According to Babbie (1992), a population is that aggregation of elements from which the sample is actually selected. It is further explained as that group of people the researcher wants in order to draw conclusions.

3.6 Sampling Procedure
A sample is characterised as a subgroup of the population (Marsden & Wright, 2010). The sampling technique is usually categorised as either probability or non-probability. In terms of the probability sampling, every sampled group member has an equal chance to be selected. Probability sampling involves sampling methods such as simple random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified sampling, cluster sampling and double sampling (Cooper & Schindler, 2008). In the non-probability sampling the opportunity of each case, being selected is
indefinite, since judgment is utilised. Non-probability sampling involves sampling methods such as convenience sampling, purposive sampling, judgment sampling, quota sampling and snowball sampling. This study used non-probability sampling and, in particular, purposive sampling technique.

Cooper and Schindler (2003) opine that in purposive sampling, the researcher selects people or sites that can best help to understand the phenomenon under consideration. The inclusion of the participants is usually based on the capacity of the participant to inform the research Creswell (2012). The N2 thruway navigates uMhlathuze Municipality in a north-east course towards the Swaziland outskirt and south-west towards Durban. It viably shapes a division amongst Empangeni and Richards Bay. The R34 Provincial Main Road goes through Empangeni towards Melmoth. uMhlathuze works as a local hub and prevailing business focus in the uThungulu District. It comprises an assortment of grouped and specially appointed settlements that are connected with a very much created system of streets and rail framework. The key component of uMhlathuze Municipality is the N2 Development Corridor (eThekwini-Ilembe-uMhlathuze Corridor). The nearness of the Dube Trade Port is an additional favourable position to the zone regarding speculation fascination.

In this regard, the researcher interviewed 4 municipal officials from uMhlathuze Local Municipality. These are: LED Director, IDP Manager, LED Officer and the Speaker, as they are key informants on the topic under investigation because they deal directly with issues of LED in their daily work. The Speaker was chosen because all the forums in the municipality fall under his office and the public participation programme is also driven by the office of the Speaker. The sample size included 50 urban businesswomen who are informal traders (Street vendors) at Empangeni and eSikhaleni. The reason for this sample size was to ensure that more women in the informal trading at the municipality were represented in this sample and stood a chance of taking part in the focused group discussion. This enabled the researcher to get different views, opinions, and ideas from the women in the informal sector.

3.7 Data analysis and Interpretation

To acknowledge key targets of this examination, the essential wellspring of information were reactions to the poll study of various respondent gatherings. It was the civil agents working in the uMhlathuze Municipality and the group individuals who had taken an interest in the Integrated Development Planning process. Data analysis is the process of systematically
searching and arranging the interview transcript, field notes and other material that can be accumulated to increase understanding and to enable you to present what you have discovered to others (Creswell, 1994). This study used content thematic analysis to analyse and interpret data that were collected from research participants. Furthermore, the content thematic analysis is a flexible tool that involves the identifying of themes or patterns within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes are defined as recurrent unifying concepts or statements about the subject of inquiry (Bradley, Curry, & Devers, 2007). According to Attride-Sterling (2001), content thematic analyses can be successfully aided by and presented as thematic networks, which refer to web-like illustrations that summarise the basic, organising and global themes constituting a piece of text. Therefore, the researcher read through the transcripts several times in order to understand the content of the transcripts and then sort the information based on themes.

3.7.1 Description of uMhlathuze Municipal Area

uMhlathuze Local Municipality area, where the study was conducted, covers 795 km². **Description:** The City of uMhlathuze (KZ 282) is located on the north-east shore of the region of KwaZulu-Natal, around 180 kilometers north-east of Durban. UMhlathuze range covers 795 km² and consolidates Richards Bay, Empangeni, eSikheleni, Ngwelezane, eNseleni, Felixton, and Vulindlela, and also the rustic territories under Traditional Councils, to be specific, Dube, Mkhwanazi, Khoza, and Zungu (Madlebe). The population of the municipality, based on the 2011 census, stood at 334459.
The district fringes a coastline that ranges around 45 kilometers. The N2 interstate navigates the uMhlathuze Municipality in a north-east bearing towards the Swaziland fringe and south-west towards Durban. It successfully frames a division amongst Empangeni and Richards Bay. The R34 Provincial Main Road goes through Empangeni towards Melmoth. uMhlathuze Municipality was set up on the 5th of December 2000 after the boundary procedure and the local government decisions of that date. Accordingly, it includes the towns of Empangeni, Richards Bay, eSikhaleni, Ngwelezane, eNseleni, Vulindlela and Felixton and in addition, the Traditional Authority territories under Amakhosi Dube, Mkhwanazi, Khoza, Mbuyazi and Zungu (www.umhlathuze.gov.za).

3.8 Data analysis
Content analysis was used for this study. Content analysis ensures that themes are extracted from the data. Themes can be extracted through coding of data, elaborating on the data, interpreting and checking of the data (Terre Blanche, Durrheim, & Painter, 2006). Struwig and Stead (2007) assert that data analysis methods enable the researcher to organise and bring meaning to a large amount of data. Content analysis is also a descriptive presentation of qualitative data. The qualitative data may take the form of interview transcripts collected from research participants or other identified texts that reflect experientially on the topic of study (Anderson, 2007). In this study, content analysis was suitable because focus group interviews were used for data collection. During the interview, respondents were given opportunities to express their experiences as well as their feelings regarding their participation in informal trading business and their involvement in the LED programmes of the Municipality.

3.9 Ethical consideration
A full consideration of ethical issues prior to engaging participants enabled the researcher to firmly testify the findings. For instance, in this study, ethical issues were considered and full responsibility was taken to ensure that they were adhered to and used to protect the participants and the organisation concerned and to comply with the research ethics code of the University of Zululand and give quality results to the research findings.

Furthermore, the identity of individuals from whom information was obtained in the course of the study was kept strictly confidential. At the conclusion of this study, all information that reveals the identity of participants was destroyed. No information revealing the identity of any individual was included in the final report or in any other communication prepared
during the course of the study. Kumar (2012) states that research ethics are the core prerequisite for evaluation. Thus, unethical research approaches can lead to stakeholders challenging the researcher should the results serve no interest (Kumar, 2012). The evident challenge encountered during this study was that some of the respondents were illiterate and, as such, the researcher mitigated this factor by translating the focused groups themes into isiZulu.

3.10 Summary

This chapter presents the research methodological procedures followed during data collection as well as ethical issues adhered to. The chapter comprehensively describes the process that was followed by the researcher when undertaking the research project. More details are also outlined regarding research ethics which the study had to observe in order to ensure that research participants were protected during their participation in the study. The next chapter presents the findings of the data collected.
CHAPTER 4: DATA PRESENTATION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

4.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the results and the summary of findings from the data which was collected by means of focus groups and semi-structured interviews. The first portion of the results is from the primary respondents who are informal traders, this is followed by the secondary respondents who are municipality officers. Thereafter there is a summary of key findings and the conclusion.

4.2. Presentation of the data
The data is presented in groups of participants, in terms of primary respondents there are two groups of informal traders, one from Empangeni and the other from Esikhaleli. The secondary respondents consist of the group of municipality officials. The first section of the data presentation focuses on the focused groups.

4.2.1. Focused groups results (Informal traders as respondents)
The focus groups discussion began with questions where the respondents were asked for the reasons that made them become informal traders.

(a) Can you explain how you became an informal trader?
The following themes were extracted from the responses of the various respondents:

- The absence of a breadwinner
- lack of resources
- the viability of the business model
- small capital for start-up
- lack of formal education

In this question, the researcher was interested in establishing the reasons that contributed to the respondents choosing to become informal traders. Significantly a number of themes were identified from the respondents that were provided in the discussion. The most common theme was the absence of a breadwinner from different families of the respondents. It is evident that the absence of a breadwinner was caused by different events which respondents revealed. For example, one respondent indicated that “The situation that brought me here in this business was because there was no one working at home. Everyone at home was trying in vain to look for something to make ends meet. That is when I made a decision to go to the informal markets to see if I could sell ice-cream, peanuts, and other stuffs to make sure that
there is food to eat at home.” For these respondents, the lack of employment opportunities which was encountered in the family pushed for a decision to establish an informal trader business for the family to have something to eat. Another respondent indicated that “What made me come and work here is because my husband died when I was 40 years. That is when I started my business selling up and down at the bus stops. Later on, I got tired. I came to the rank to look for space (shelter) to use for selling. I got the place and I started selling. I am now looking after my grandchildren.” The latter respondent became an informal trader when her husband passed on; probably had the husband not died the respondent would not have joined this informal trading business. Another notable observation was that without a fixed place to conduct this business, informal traders endure quite a lot of strain by walking up and down. One of the respondents also indicated that “I lost the father of my children, so I came to work here so that I can be able to raise my children and feed them.”

It was also established from the respondents that lack of resources to make ends meet was one of the reasons why some respondents joined the business of informal trading. For instance, a respondent stated that “I came here to explore business as I did not have enough resources for income”. Other respondent indicated that she became informal traders due to the viability nature of the business, “ngabona ukuthi ukuze uqale lelibhizinisi awudingi imali eni, ngemadlana kanye nezinsiza ezincane uyakwazi ukuliqala. Ngabe ke sengiliqala ngokuncane enganginakho.” When translated this statement reads as follows “I realised that to start a business like this one, requires less money as a prerequisite, and also a few resources and capital. So I started it.” By viability, the respondents further alluded that this business is easy to start with small capital.

The lack of education was cited by the respondents as among other reasons a contributing factor which made them join the informal trading business. In this regard, a respondent opined that “…as I am not educated and could not secure a good job I thought that rather than to starve I’d better do this type of job.” The respondent acknowledges that a decent job requires an educated person and since such is not the case with her it was difficult to find a job. The respondents were not probed further on this matter since their body language indicated that it made them uncomfortable to share their experiences. The study by Makombe (2011) affirms the existence of informal trading and upholds some of the reasons that were stated by the respondents in this study. In this regard, Makombe (2011) states that informal trading becomes a secure and viable support system for people who cannot secure formal
employment or for those who have identified an opportunity to create a business for themselves and employ others. While this appears as a viable social support system, Makombe (2011) further states that some government perceived them as a threat to the environment and by extension to the social system. The way informal traders are treated by the government officials says volume about the position of government regarding their existence. For example, if the government holds a view that informal traders are a threat to the social system, tight regulations would be imposed coupled with lack of support. Whereas if the government views them as significant contributors to the local economic system, regulations would be enabling and more support would likely be provided.

(b) Familiarity with the term local economic development
In this question, the respondents were asked whether they are familiar with the term local economic development. The following were the identified pattern of responses:

- Yes
- No

Some of the respondents responded “No” claiming that they were not familiar with the term known as local economic development. Few of the respondents indicated that they were familiar with this term. However, as they tried to provide more information about the term, it became evident that their knowledge of the term was merely basic and they did not have in-depth information. Some of their explanation was like “local economic development is the programme which provides money for the local businesses.” While the understanding of the term by the informal traders may seem farfetched from the norm but they do have an idea that small business if given assistance would become major players in economic development. In essence the term local economic development refers to a process whereby all institutions, business and non-governmental, and stakeholders from all sectors of the society work together to stimulate economic activities at the local level so as to create jobs and improve the quality of lives of the residents of the community (Municipal IQ, 2009). Davis (2005) qualifies the term by stating that local economic development is about local people who work together towards achieving sustainable economic growth to benefit and improve the quality of life for all in the community.

(c) Business meeting arranged by local municipality
In this question, the respondents were asked to discuss attending business meetings called by the municipality. In the discussions, the following were the respondents’ response:

- Yes
- No

Some of the respondents indicated “Yes” that they do attend the business meetings which are organised by the municipality. However, the respondents could not point out the tangible things which they have gained from such business meetings except enlisting their concerns regarding the work environment. The respondents further revealed that most business meetings are organised when there are forthcoming elections. In other words, there is the likelihood that politicians use business meetings to score political points instead of proving the opportunities that would assist informal traders to develop their enterprise. Evidently, it was gathered that while some of the respondents attend the business meetings, others do not attend. In justifying their action of not attending the said meetings, the respondents indicated that things would always remain the same even if one had attended the business meetings. This is an indication that the business meetings are not necessarily crafted around the needs of the respondents. This is likely to develop into a trend where informal traders would refrain from attending the business meetings that are organised by the municipality. This would become a predicament from the informal traders’ perspective because even when the municipality has changed its approach in the way business meetings are organised and designed to benefit the informal traders the lack of trust would be a deciding factor. There were few respondents who indicated that they do not attend the business meetings which are convened by the municipality. It appeared that these respondents feel that there is no reason for them to attend the meetings since they have some of their colleagues who are attending. The other aspect which was alluded by these women was that, attending these meetings have no positive impact in their everyday business life. This makes a solid case for any reasonable person to refuse or being hesitant to attend meetings which would eventually yield no positive results.

(d) A representative of businesswomen in the informal traders

In this section, the respondents were asked to discuss whether the informal trading business has a representative to represent women. The respondents’ responses are summarised as follows:

- Yes
In the whole discussion, it was common among all respondents that women informal traders do have representatives. The respondents acknowledged the presence of representatives who serve as the conduit between the informal traders as well as the Municipality. The representatives of informal traders have the responsibility of taking complains from the informal traders to the Municipality officials who are responsible for them. If the Municipality has something to communicate with informal traders, the representatives are the first to know and receive the message on their behalf.

(e) Support for informal trading business from the local municipality

In this section, the respondents were asked to share their experiences in relation to the support that informal traders have received from the local municipality. The following themes were extracted from the various responses:

- Shelters (market stalls)
- Trading permits
- Training
- Campaign programmes
- Unfulfilled promises
- Nothing

The most glaring fact about the listening to the respondents during a research project is that the researcher gets to hear a diversity of views given the participants’ unique experiences. In this discussion, it was apparent that the respondents hold different views on the support from the municipality. The first thing among the few that respondents cited were shelters that the municipality has provided as an intervention to resolve the respondents’ plight of conducting business on an open space. In amplifying this support from the municipality, one respondent stated: “For us at Empangeni, the municipality has built houses and shelters (market stalls) in which we sell our goods throughout the day every day.” A respondent from Es’khaleni indicated that “I have been working here since the year 2008 and nothing has happened. The municipality is doing nothing to help us. We are suffering and without secure shelters.” This shows a sharp contrast of the support that is received by the informal traders from the municipality. This leads to an assumption that informal traders of bigger towns are likely to enjoy a favourable treatment from the municipality compared to their counterparts in the township malls.
Part of the support from the municipality that was also cited by the respondent includes the provision of permits. One of the respondents felt this way about the assistance with permits “The municipality has done nothing except giving out operating permits with which there are problems because only a selected few of us got the permits. They always tell us there is no money.” Another respondent suggested that “the municipality has given us permits which allow us as informal traders to sell our goods to people.” The provision of permits is further supported by the campaign programmes which the municipality uses to promote hygiene and health. The respondents further indicate that while permits are provided by the municipality, some other informal traders who are yet to receive the permits remain unsettled. Another respondent opined that “Those without trading permits are having it hard here. This is because the municipal officials move them up and down telling them that they are not allowed to sell in the streets or rank without the operating permits. This is because those without permits are not given an official place on which they can operate their business. We feel like we are abused by the municipality in this manner.”

In this discussion, it is apparent that the picture about the support that the municipality provide to informal traders is not absolutely regarded as a solution to all the problems that informal traders encounter in their business. Small as the support may seem to be for informal traders, the municipality continues to provide them with training on arranging of goods on their shelves and cleanliness, though informal traders indicated that such training is necessary but only few people receive it. Furthermore, it is evident from the respondents that at some point the municipality make promises which are subsequently not kept. Such actions make informal traders skeptical about trusting the intentions of the municipality. In this regard, one respondent cited that “The municipality does assist us in a way, but we are not satisfied by its assistance because it always helps a selected few individuals and always limits bound in terms of service delivery for us as informal traders. The few individuals who get chosen for the assistance never get what is promised by the municipality. When we send our queries about a particular project we are always told that it is still under process. In the recent years, approximately three years ago we were promised exorbitant amounts of funds whereby the municipality promised to sponsor our businesses with an amount of R10 000 per business but we are still waiting after such a long time. This happens, and there is no substantial feedback from the municipality.”
Although the support for informal traders is limited from the municipality, the mere fact that informal traders do receive some forms of support, it signals a positive intention from the South African government towards informal traders. Unlike in the study by Makombe (2011) wherein it was reported that some governments are likely to perceive informal traders as a threat, the South African government views them from a positive prism. If this was argued, therefore one would ask “why providing support to the people you perceive as a threat?”

(f) The challenges encountered by business women in the informal trading industry

In this part of the discussion, the respondents were asked to deliberate on the challenges that they have encountered as informal traders. In the discussion the following themes were identified:

- Insufficient infrastructure
- Safety and security
- Lack of warehouse
- Unbearable conditions
- Water and sanitation
- Discount from producers/markets

In terms of the challenges that are encountered by the businesswomen in the informal trading industry, numerous themes were identified to indicate the nature of the challenges. The most important issue which the respondents unanimously cited as central was insufficient infrastructure. In this regard, the respondents were referring to shelters and the dilapidated conditions of the shelters. This is how the respondents described their plight “The problem is these houses which the Municipality has built for us as street traders we share it with taxis. In front of some houses, there are also places which allow taxis to park right at the door. It is not safe for us to trade in such conditions. How do we serve our customers? Busses stop right near the door.” In terms of the state of shelters which informal traders use, the respondents said something to this effect “The shelters under which we sell are not in good conditions. When it rains our stock gets damaged. When there are storms we suffer the most.” “Houses are not enough; some other people are using containers for working. Inside these houses when it rains, we get wet because there is no veranda.” It is evident that the infrastructure is not sufficient to accommodate most of the informal traders, which points to the development area for consideration by the municipality. While the respondents indicated that there are shelters which they operate in, the state of the same shelters is not conducive to provide protection in the event of bad weather. In this regard, one respondent indicated that
“We often get sick because of the conditions here. This is a problem because we do not make enough money in order to consult doctors often. When it rains we suffer because we do not have secure and safe shelters to cover our stock. When we use canvasses and umbrellas it becomes a problem because customers end up not approaching our stalls due to the fact that they would be unable to see what we sell. We end up not making money because of this.”

Apart from the challenges that relate to shelters, the respondents also highlighted that the absence of the warehouse prevents them from safekeeping their goods after working hours. In some of their views, respondents state “there is no safe place or warehouse where we can keep our goods/stock after working in the afternoons. This becomes a burden to us because we have to rent nearby places in which to keep our stock during the night and the days we are not at work. There is always no money to rent such places.” Another respondent joined in and revealed that “there is no place where we can put our goods after we finished selling in the afternoon before we go home. The municipality did not provide for us. We always ask the Boxer Cash n Carry shop to help us put our goods.” The lack of a warehouse to enable informal traders to keep their goods is a serious concern that requires the attention of municipality officials given that these traders do not have sufficient income generated from their trading activities.

The last themes which came up as the respondents were discussing the challenges, including among others water and sanitation as well as envisaged discount when buying in bulks. The respondents identified the issue about water and sanitation as central to their wellbeing as informal traders. The lack of clean running water and toilets which are in dilapidated conditions has a potential to affect their health condition. It is quite appalling that informal traders are even made to pay money to access public toilets. A respondent opined that “the toilets in our area of operation are not up to good standard. There is no water in the toilet-tanks to flush the toilets. We have to pay R2.00 to a person who stands close to the toilet and sells toilet paper and water. Then we take the bucket and fill the toilet tank and flush. That is a lot of work for us.” While the municipality trains the informal traders about the hygiene towards handling their food produce, the respondents also complained that since they do not have clean running water, the hygiene is compromised. In support one respondent stated “We do not have clean running water to wash our fruits and vegetables because we use water from the toilet. We use the public toilet which requires a fee of R2.00 per use. If one is
suffering from a running stomach on has to pay for each use of the toilet. This is not good because it is like the officials are pick-pocketing us of the little we make.”

The respondents further complained about the inability to access lower prices because when purchasing their stock, they do so in bulks thus they require some forms of assistance in that regard. One respondent cleared this point by indicating that “When we buy our stock for selling there is no discount for us as business women. Also, there is no place (shop/wholesale) around us (Empangeni) where we can buy our stock at a discounted price.” The same also applies to the informal traders in relation to the lack of wholesale market. The challenges that are faced by the informal traders paint quite a sad story about the conditions in which they find themselves.

(g) The role played by business women in local economic development

The responses which respondents provided in the discussion around their roles in local economic development were not clear, however, they unanimously agreed that their contribution to economic development is through means of bringing nearer to the people the basic products. In their argument, they said “We bring basic products and services closer to the community at cheaper prices. Fruits, vegetables, hairdressing, health and beauty products are all the basic products and services we offer our customers. School children buy ice cream to keep summer heat at bay. Some buy coffee and vetkoeks during winter to keep away the torching cold of the winter season.” The activities which women in the informal trading business do have a role in economic development, it is an area that is yet to be explored by the municipality in ensuring that their voice is also heard. The nature of their business is significantly small and it is further perceived as an informal trading sector. This alone seclude the informal traders from being part of the mainstream in local economic development. The level of education among the women involved in informal trading business may also be a contributing factor to having lesser knowledge about the role they could be playing in the local economic development. While bringing basic products to the community is helpful in some way, women in informal trading need to play a much more significant role than recognising themselves as a bridge that enables the community to have easy access to basic products.
(h) The rules and regulations protecting informal traders

The respondents were asked to discuss the rules and regulations particularly those which protect the informal traders. In terms of the discussion on the said item, the respondents resoundingly and unanimously indicated “NO” stating that as far as they know there are no rules and regulations that are meant to protect them as informal traders. In this regard, the respondents further indicated that “here you find big trucks selling mainly to our customers and our stock ends up unbought which expose it to being spoiled”. In this particular point, the respondents appeared to be more concerned about the protection which should be enforced by the local government, in this case, the uMhlathuze Municipality. Going by this findings, it is evident that the informal traders’ environment remains as the literature defines it as an unregulated environment. The findings coincide with the work of Castells and Portes (1989) who state that informal economic environment is a peculiar environment for income generation which is not regulated by the government. According to these authors, this environment relies on the establishments of society which operate in legitimate and social conditions in which comparative exercises are managed. The essence in this literature is that in the absence of the regulator, the society would then form establishments which would run and manage the informal trading environment. Protecting the informal traders enables them to remain active in terms of their small business which relies mostly on the local customers. By enacting the bylaws in relation to informal traders, the well-established businesses may not easily access their market; instead, they could become a supply chain for the customers instead of big businesses taking advantage of an unregulated market.

(i) The training focused on skills development for informal traders

The respondents were also asked to discuss the training focused on skills development which could enhance informal traders’ ability to manage their businesses. The discussion by the respondents provided the following themes:

- Basic training
- No training focused on skills development

The respondents indicated that the uMhlathuze Municipality goes to an extent of providing them with basic training which is more about the hygiene for handling the edible produce. Another respondent indicated that “the only training we received from the Municipality is that which concerns hygiene and health. There are no training or workshops on how to better
our businesses.” The training that respondents wished they could have had from the Municipality includes one which would enable them to grow their businesses and become prominent entrepreneurs. One among the respondents indicated that “the hygiene and health training is more important for informal traders whose business involves food items. While on hygiene and health aspect the training is fine to most of us, however since I am a seamstress my training assistance from the municipality should be specific to my business. All we need is to be assisted to develop our businesses and probably become professional people.” Another respondent who is involved in a baking business also supported the latter respondent by stating that “I wish someone had come to help us grow our business of baking, if this had happened, we would have gone far with baking for birthdays, weddings and other special events. I wish to do such a business in the future but on my own, unfortunately, I have financial constraints.”

It is evident that the Municipality has its own unique needs analysis which resulted in it providing informal traders with the limited training programme. In this regard it can be said that the Municipality provides training to informal traders, however, it is not based on maximising their business or business management skills. Significantly, the respondents indicated the need to be assisted in the area of their business interest which would assist them to manage their businesses better and venture into growing them. Given that there has been training which was limited to hygiene and health aspect, this suggests that the Municipality has the provision to finance training programmes for informal traders however the implementation of such a programme is disappointing.

(j) Awareness and participation in LED programmes

In this section, the respondents were requested to discuss LED programmes. The scope of discussion was limited to awareness and participation. The intention was to establish whether the respondents are aware of any LED programme around their area of operation and whether they participate in such. Upon the discussion, the following themes were identified:

- No specific programmes
- Safe and secure stalls
- Workshops on hygiene and health

According to the respondents, there are no specific LED programmes which they are aware of and have participated. In relation to the respondents’ awareness of the LED programmes
that are organised by uMhlathuze Municipality, it was evident during the focused group sessions that they lack knowledge of these programmes. Moreover, the programmes which in the respondent’s minds are LED are not associated with it. In this regard, the respondents indicated that “they are aware of a project which the Municipality has implemented as part of the LED programme, this project involves the building of stalls and it was built next to Empangeni Taxi rank.” The building of stalls forms part of the infrastructure which the Municipality ought to improve in order to improve the wellbeing of the informal traders. Therefore, stalls may not necessarily have a direct relationship with LED programmes. It was obvious from the researchers’ engagement with the respondents that they do not participate in such programmes.

The respondents also regard the workshops on health and hygiene as LED programmes. According to the respondents, the said workshops are organised annually during which respondents’ operating permits are renewed. However, one among the respondents indicated that “no one from the Municipality has told us anything concerning the LED programmes.” This suggests that there has not been sufficient engagement between the Municipality and the informal traders especially women about the role which informal traders could play in the LED programmes. In such an engagement, the municipality could use the opportunity to explain the nature of LED programmes and its importance in the lives of the informal traders. Furthermore, during this engagement, the Municipality would further find various ways to encourage informal traders to take part in strengthening the Municipality LED programmes.

(k) Recommendations for the local municipality

When the respondents asked to discuss the recommendation they would propose to uMhlathuze Municipality, the following themes were deduced from the discussion:

- Warehouse construction
- Issuance of permits
- Improvement of infrastructure
- Clean water
- Stopping regulated toilets usage
- Appoint a person to attend the queries of informal traders
The respondents discussed a plethora of things that they would recommend to the Municipality. The resounding agreed point was the construction of a warehouse that would enable the informal traders to keep their stock safe without being charged exorbitant fees. One common comment which came from the respondents regarding the issue of warehouse construction was “umasipala akasakhele indawo esizokwazi ukubeka kuyo izimpahlal uma kuphela usuku” this can be translated as “the municipality must just build a place to keep our stock in at the end of the day.” The respondents noted that some of the informal traders struggle to get their operational permits and as a result, they are unable to run their businesses effectively. Therefore, they would certainly recommend that the Municipality should improve the way in which permits are issued, this includes the waiting period between applications up to issuance period. According to the respondents, they would prefer that all informal traders are given permits to operate in order to avoid conflict over space for operation.

According to the discussion among the respondents, especially those from eSikhaleni, the Municipality should build shelters which are in good condition for them. In this regard, the respondents specified their recommendation that such shelters should be “in accordance with the needs of each business that is found here.” From the respondents’ observation, the shelters which respondents use especially at eSikhaleni are not in good condition, while the same could be said about Empangeni informal traders. However, the municipality has constructed few better shelters.

The respondents also discussed the issue of clean water and toilets which are tightly regulated wherein the user should contribute R2 for using. To them, this does not sit well, being unable to access clean water and paying for using a toilet is a setback. The lack of clean water compromises the very training or workshop that is offered by the Municipality for health and hygiene. In terms of the toilets, the respondents stated “we want to use the toilets freely without paying any money. We do not have sufficient money, the little money that we make from our businesses; we buy bread for the children and keep the family alive.”

4.2.2 Results of interview with Municipality officials

The Municipality officials were considered as secondary respondents to provide this research by the information regarding the Municipality position on informal traders. The responses of these respondents are further collaborated in the discussion of findings in order the draw a
much clearer picture about the informal traders operating within uMhlathuze Municipality. The data from the Municipality officers is thus presented in below.

4.2.2.1 What provisions are the City of uMhlathuze planning or have made for street traders specifically the informal traders?

According to the respondents, the Municipality has done numerous things for the informal traders. It was also indicated by the respondents that the Municipality is aware of the fact that the informal trading sector is dominated by women and as a result of the woman informal traders have been offered capacity training. The programmes that are offered to the informal traders include among others: financial management skills and hygiene training particularly to those traders who handle perishable produce and edible produce. The training programmes were facilitated through a partnership with other stakeholders namely the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA). As part of the provision for the informal traders has also built market stalls as a way of improving the infrastructure to which the informal traders operate. The respondents also indicated that around the year 2012 an application for funding was sent to COGTA and an amount valued at nine million (9 million) was granted. According to the respondents the said grant was used to build market stalls in taxi ranks namely Richards Bay Taxi Centre and another one was built in Empangeni B Rank.

Apart from getting the grant assistance from the government, the Municipality put aside a budget meant for assisting the informal traders and this happens in every financial year. The main aim for this initiative is to improve the infrastructure in the informal trading sector. The respondents also acknowledged that while the Municipality try its best, more informal traders continue to operate under hazardous conditions by using shacks and plastic shelters. According to the respondents, the informal trading business continues to expand on a daily basis, new people who were not known to the Municipality joins and this makes the already planned market stalls insufficient. The respondents further indicated that the Municipality has approached the Department of Small Business for its services if developing the business nature of informal traders. One respondent acclaimed “we want to help informal traders with entrepreneurship skills so that they can become established business people.” The municipality is among other government entities which also yields the power to implement LED programmes and the responses from the municipality officials are in line with the aims of LED.
4.2.2.2 What role can businesswomen in the informal sector play in the development of uMhlathuze economy?

The respondents conceded that the business women in the informal trading sector are still neglected in terms of being integrated into mainstream economic development. According to the respondents, more of these women do not have developed business skills, instead, they rely on intuitive skills to run their businesses. The respondents indicated that the Municipality has come up with a plan to involve the Department of Small Businesses with an aim of soliciting assistance for informal traders—particularly women. However, an agreement has not been reached yet since the department is still considering the request. Another respondent indicated that “once the Department of Small Business has reached its final decision a memorandum of understanding will be drafted to give effect to the initiatives that would be aimed at developing entrepreneurial skills on women informal traders”.

These findings are in line with the gender mainstreaming theory and even the practice as suggested by (Vyas-Doorgapersad, 2016; Bradshaw et al., 2013). These researchers indicate that gender mainstreaming implies change politically and redistribution of power and resources. While the same authors acknowledge that implementing gender mainstreaming initiatives could be impossible given the nature of the government of the day, this should not be the case if women are to be empowered the same way as their male counterpart. The evident aspect of gender mainstreaming initiatives is that it can be a complex process, uMhlathuze Municipality has taken upon its strides to recognise the importance of enabling women with critical entrepreneurial skills. Moreover, while the municipality initiative is yet to materialise, the initiative is regarded as important. Asked how the recipients would become aware of this initiative, the respondents indicated that each informal trader has committees which consist of a Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson, and Secretary. These individuals are used by the Municipality to communicate whatever matters that involved informal traders. Another respondent added that “we also keep the database information of the informal traders and if we need to pass an urgent information to them we use bulk SMS and in that way, we are able to reach them in real-time.” If the respondents have business skills they would have made a meaningful contribution to uMhlathuze Municipality economy, however, in reducing the dependency attitude, the women informal traders are able to sustain the livelihood of their respective families. This further lessens the burden from the municipality of the people who would depend solely on its services. Indirectly, women, informal traders are contributing to the economic development of the municipality.
The respondents also indicated that the Municipality has a policy which requires the informal traders to contribute an amount of R105 monthly especially those whose market stalls have been refurbished. According to the respondents, this contribution would have gone on to further improve the infrastructure of informal traders; however, the policy enforcement could be affected because the informal traders refused to pay. One respondent echoed that “this matter was even brought to the Mayor by informal traders, complaining that the money they make is insufficient for them to afford that monthly rental, others went to an extent of saying they make less than the R105 on monthly basis. They further indicated that even with the small income they are making, they still have to pay for their transportation. If the monthly rental stood, it would be unaffordable.” According to the respondents, since then the matter of requiring a small fee contribution from the informal traders was left to rest, yet the policy has remained unchanged. In terms of gender mainstreaming women should not be experiencing some of the challenges that prevent them from running their informal business. According Walby (2005) gender mainstreaming is intended as a way of improving the effectiveness of mainline policies by making visible the gendered nature of assumptions, processes and outcomes. If this was the case from the municipality perspective, it is necessary that policies are enacted to improve the work situation for women informal traders. One of the central functions of the municipality in this regard is ensuring that women are given an appropriate role in LED matters.

4.2.2.3 Which control measures have the local municipality put in place to facilitate the operation of street traders?

The respondents indicated that one of the common things about the informal trading sector within their Municipality is that it is more self-regulated than regulated through control measures in terms of bylaws. However, that does not imply that informal traders have to operate without the knowledge of the Municipality. One respondent acclaims that “while the informal trading sector seems more self-regulatory, there are two control measures that we implement namely regular inspections and hygiene workshops”. According to the respondents the inspection function was affected by the shortage of staff. Richards Bay area has two officials: one covers Richards Bay and the other inspects Eskhaleni as well as Mandlankala. Empangeni also has two officials and Empangeni has three components of informal traders: Empangeni central, Station and Ngwelezane. The respondents further stated that they cover these areas with the assistance of interns and without them, it becomes difficult, because there are many informal traders. In essence, the function of inspection is not
carried out effectively, and this suggests that some informal traders can get away with unethical conducts in their businesses. In terms of the hygiene workshops, the respondents opined that they believe that this workshop has had a positive impact in that most informal traders have undergone this training and understood the importance of hygiene in handling food.

4.2.2.4 Are there any policies put in place to standardize the ways in which different officials deal with street traders?

The respondents indicated that there are policies which are meant to standardise the way informal traders operate, however enforcing them has become a protracted issue. The informal traders are hard to control because their businesses are significantly meant for maintaining the livelihood of their families. One respondent stated that “these people refuse to be controlled in any way possible, even the permit renewal fee some of them do not pay it and thus trade illegally, that is how impossible the informal traders are.” This suggests that the operation of informal traders is hard to regulate more so since their product items have different values which give them different dividends by end of the day. However, it is necessary for this sector to be regulated in order to eliminate illegal traders who taint the name of those traders who are innocently and legally operating.

4.2.2.5 Does the municipality include street traders in their economic agenda and decision makings?

In this point, it was discovered that the Municipality is yet to consider informal traders’ role in its economic agenda. According to the respondents, the committee which serves as a conduit between the Municipality and informal traders is the one which is usually used to make suggestions towards economic development agenda. However, the respondents also conceded that common among many of them in the informal trading lack fundamental skills in entrepreneurship and literacy. This hampers their ability to understand economic matters within the municipality. Another respondent stated, “we are hoping that the Department of Small Business would come into the table and provide essential assistance towards developing business prowess among informal traders.” Thus, it can be concluded that currently informal traders are included fully in the economic agenda of the Municipality. It is conceivable for the municipality not to include informal traders who are illiterate and lack entrepreneurship skills and this gives the Municipality an opportunity to consider training them. Participating in a programme where one has insufficient knowledge is useless since no meaningful contribution can be expected.
4.3. Summary

This chapter presented the findings from the primary and secondary data sets which were collected from respondents through the use of focused group discussions and semi-structured interviews. The results as presented herein indicate two worlds apart. The primary respondents being the women in informal trading business shared their experiences in terms of the economic programmes of the Municipality. The experiences of informal traders in terms of interacting with the Municipality were shown by the results to be limited to hygiene workshops and infrastructure development. This was also corroborated by the secondary respondents. The municipality officials did also concede that while there has been a significant contribution by the municipality towards improving the lives of informal traders, however, more is still to be done. The findings also revealed that there are number of things that informal traders would like the municipality to do in order to improve their state of being in the informal trading sector.

The next chapter focuses on the discussion of the findings in relation to the research objectives, recommendations, and the conclusion.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the discussion of the findings in relation to the research objectives of the study. This would be followed by the recommendations and the conclusion of the study respectively. Analysis of literature and documents reveals that there is an enormous number of women who constitute the majority in the informal sector of the economy of most societies; this was also the case in this study. This study contends that it is paramount for Municipalities around South Africa to recognise the informal trading sector as partners who can make immense contribution to sustainable livelihood initiatives.

5.2 Findings in relation to research objective one: To assess the extent of women participation in the informal trading sector within uMhlathuze Municipality

The findings of this study suggest that the informal trading sector is predominantly occupied by women. This research focused solely on women in informal trading business. The findings of the study from the Municipality respondents affirm that women are the majority in the informal trading sector. The findings further reveal that women who are in the informal trading business found themselves there because it is easier to start and maintain the business. According to the informal traders, starting their business is not complicated with numerous impossible requirements, for with a small amount of money the business can be established. The literatures also affirm the dominance of women in informal trading business and suggest that they are the most key players in the informal economy (Tsitsi, 2002, King and Ayeh, 2003, Lund and Skinner, 2000, and Ahikire and Ampaire, 2003, Mitullah, 2004).

Furthermore, the findings of this study provided an array of reasons which led most women to enter into the informal trading business. Apart from the viability of the business environment as indicated above, some of the respondents joined the informal trading business due to the following reasons: absence of a breadwinner, lack of financial resources as well as lack of adequate education that can put them in better positions in the competitive job environment. It can be argued that women are confined to the informal trading sector due to multiplicity of societal issues such as patriarchy and lack of access to sustainable funding. Consequently, they have developed survival skills to keep their businesses afloat in the informal trading business; hence their presence in the informal trading which continues to be on the rise. The informal sector in South Africa is of greater significance than in many other
countries because it has to a large extent provided a safety net for many people in the country who would otherwise not have been provided for by the formal economy. Therefore, in whatever initiative that the Municipality might be established, the consideration should be to reduce the gap by improving the business environment in the informal sector.

The involvement of women in informal trading business does not appear a seamless journey as the study found that there are some challenges encountered in their journey. Notwithstanding the contributions by uMhlathuze Municipality towards improving the informal business environment sector, the findings of the study indicate that there are unmet promises. One respondent echoed the latter by stating that “In the recent years, approximately three years ago we were promised exorbitant amounts of funds whereby the municipality promised to sponsor our businesses with an amount of R10 000 per business but we are still waiting after such a long time. This happens, and there is no substantial feedback from the municipality”. The important aspect about the issue of promises which the Municipality should take cognisance of is that informal traders are in dire need of assistance, thus unfulfilled promises may seriously cause a rift between the Municipality and informal traders.

5.3 Findings in relation to research objective two: To identify challenges women, face in accessing LED in the uMhlathuze local municipality

The findings of this study revealed that women in informal trading businesses have less knowledge regarding LED as a concept and its programmes. The responses that were provided by the women in informal trading businesses regarding the LED programmes were indicative that they still require more knowledge about LED and that would be the responsibility of the Municipality to educate them. While some of the respondents indicated that they knew what LED (local economic development) is all about, some of them do not understand how the concept operates, and others do not know how the concept is translated in practical terms. It was observed by the researcher that there has been a gap of information sharing between the informal trader and the uMhlathuze municipal council with LED. They indicated that there is a poor level of cooperation between them and the uMhlathuze municipal council and no access to non-governmental agencies for the funding of their projects.

The finding relating to the lack female informal traders being involved in the mainstream economic development was also corroborated by the Municipality officials as they conceded
that there is more that needs to be done for women in the informal trading sector. It can be concluded that female informal traders are not playing a significant role in the LED programmes of uMhlathuze Municipality. The Municipality is also yet to organise the programmes that would assist to develop entrepreneurial skills among the informal traders. The findings indicate that the Municipality has made application for funding to the Department of Small Business, it is hoped that if the funding is approved, the Municipality would organise training programmes for informal traders. It is essential that before the informal traders are involved in activities which are aligned with economic development within the Municipal area, they should be given skills which would enable them to make meaningful contributions. Involving the informal traders in economic development initiatives of the Municipality in the current statuesque would be unfair to them since their knowledge capacity is low.

In summary, female informal traders face a number of challenges towards accessing LED programmes within uMhlathuze Municipality. It was evident from the findings of the study that the foremost challenge is that the Municipality is yet to create an avenue that would consider accommodating informal traders on issues of economic development. In this regard, the findings bind informal traders generally. Therefore, it can be concluded that uMhlathuze Municipality has created a role that would be occupied by the informal traders including female informal traders in terms of LED. Theoretically, it can be said that gender mainstreaming is part of the agenda of uMhlathuze Municipality particularly towards women in informal trading business, outstanding are the results which will be full proof that something is being done. Besides that, informal traders, in particular, have insufficient knowledge of LED and thus cannot be expected to be part of a programme for which they have limited knowledge. Informal traders, particularly women who were the focus of this study also have insufficient skills in relation to entrepreneurship and business development. The respondents indicated that if they were assisted to acquire business management skills, they would be able to expand their businesses. The lack of these rare skills of managing and sustaining a business is equally vital to managing the LED programmes by the uMhlathuze Municipality.

Also, though the Municipality appears to be on the negative side, the informal traders were found to be impatient and noncompliant with certain policies of the Municipality. For example, there is a policy that regulates the monthly rental for the refurbished stalls; it was established by the Municipality officials but informal traders refused to pay the rent.
Furthermore, some of the informal traders do not renew their permit to operate. As much as the fees which are supposed to be collected by the Municipality are not expensive, the informal traders have prevented the Municipality from discharging its duties. According to the Municipality, since the issue of non-compliance ensued, the Municipality also took a quiet diplomacy from pursuing issues that would have caused more acrimony though they may eventually be of immense benefits to the informal traders at the end. Consequently, the informal traders feel neglected by the Municipality even on important issues such as LED. While there are glaring unresolved issues, the Municipality is aware that more should be done to intervene in the situation of informal traders. However, the Municipality officials indicated that they are short-staffed and that prevents them from interacting fully with the informal traders.

The other general yet critical challenges that were reported by the respondents are:

- Lack of warehouse – according to the respondents, the lack of warehouse destroys their stocks and compels them to use rental spaces. In this regard, the informal traders believe that if the Municipality could build warehouse, the rental may be affordable.
- Permit issuance – the respondents noted that there is a delay in the issuance of permits which leads to other informal traders operating without permits.
- Paid toilets – the respondents feel that the related toilets could be well offered to the general public, but there should be others which are not paid for use which are meant for informal traders. In this way, the respondents believe they would be able to save the money which they contribute by using public toilets. On this issue, the Municipality officials indicated that the money that is collected by the toilet cleaners goes directly to them so that they could buy more toiletries. Perhaps the informal traders were aware of this practice and they thought it would be pertinent to raise it in this research.
- Both the Municipality and the female informal traders highlighted the infrastructure as a major concern. The Municipality officials indicated that they are aware that there are infrastructure backlogs within the informal trading sector and the Municipality is trying all it could to manage the situation. The female informal traders indicated that the lack of infrastructure exposes them to terrible weather conditions, especially during rainy seasons.
5.4 Recommendations

Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are made:

- Given that there is an information gap among female informal traders regarding LED, the Municipality has the obligation to offer educational workshops. During this workshops, the Municipality should explain the term “Local Economic Development” and what it means for informal traders. Furthermore, the role of informal traders in LED should also be outlined if any. This would empower them with knowledge and help to create awareness that their trade is acknowledged. Women should be the primary target of this workshop.

- It was discovered from the respondents that the Municipality offers some training which is often limited to hygiene and health. This study, therefore, recommends that the Municipality should offer more entrepreneurial training programmes which would empower informal traders with more focused skills in business management. In addition, the Municipality should consider involving more women since literature has proven that apart from previous exclusion from the development mainstream, women are more capable of holding a mere household without the support of a male counterpart.

- In terms of the infrastructure, it was established in the findings that apart from the shortage of infrastructure, the stalls which are built by the Municipality are not safe. The female informal traders indicated that during bad weather conditions they are affected. Therefore, it is recommended that the Municipality should conduct an assessment on the occupation of certain informal trading stalls. This exercise would give the Municipality an opportunity to correct whatever is found improper about the stalls.

- Significantly as part of the problems with infrastructure, the female informal traders also pointed out that there is a dire need for a warehouse. It is recommended that the Municipality should consider engaging with the informal traders about the possibilities of building a warehouse for storage. This point seemed to be special for informal traders as there was an overemphasis that renting storage is a burden.
5.5 Recommendations for future research

It has been evident in this study that women participation in essential government processes still lags behind, thus it is recommended that future research should cover the following areas:

- Skills development programmes to support the sustainability of informal traders’ businesses
- A longitudinal study to assess gender mainstreaming initiatives within uMhlathuze municipality.

5.6 Conclusion

The role of informal traders in socioeconomic development cannot be ignored since their contribution to social nets as well as sustaining livelihoods in indigent families. The results of this study have confirmed the existing literature which found that women dominate the informal economy as well as informal trading business, although the focus of this study was solely female informal traders. The Municipality confirmed that women are still a majority in informal trading business and that such a trend is likely to be on the upward trajectory. In the results of the study, various reasons that force women to join this trading business were highlighted, chiefly among others were the demise of a breadwinner. Given the ever-increasing unemployment rate in South Africa, there is a likelihood that more women might resort to informal trading business especially those who are without formal education. The formal economic system requires certain skills from individuals which may need an educated person, whereas lack of education was also reported in the data of this study as a reason to venture into informal trading. In spite of the anticipated worldwide story of women which include satisfying household and raising children and being a career woman, the truth of most women's lives is that they are obliged by neediness or poverty and hardship to look for a salary outside conventional means either as the sole provider, or to supplement male partner’s income.

Notwithstanding the immense contribution of the uMhlathuze Municipality to improve the trading conditions for informal traders by refurbishing and constructing new stalls, there is still more to be done. For example, there is still a shortage of the stalls since other informal traders continue to operate under shacks which are not safe for them as well as their customers. In terms of participating in LED programmes, the study discovered that female
informal traders lack knowledge of the concept and thus may not necessarily participate in something they lack knowledge. Local Economic Development has been defined in this study in different ways but the main idea behind the concept is the development, empowerment, and improvement of the standard of living for the local citizens who within their meager economic capability have contributed their quota to the economy informally. LED simply refers to all efforts geared towards addressing poverty and growing local economies. Furthermore, it is a process where local actors and key players like the women in uMhlathuze municipality shape and share the future of their region. It is the view of this study that LED in the lenses of the definitions provided the above. LED is said to be a process whereby all institutions, business, and non-governmental organisations, and stakeholders from all sectors of the society work together to stimulate economic activity at the local level so as to create jobs and improve the quality of lives of the residents of the community. On the other hand, Local Economic Development is all about local people working together to achieve sustainable economic growth that brings economic benefits and improvement in the quality of life for all in the community basically. This Informal Economy area gives an insight and effects, which characterize the informal economy as the creation of lawful merchandise utilizing forms that are not entirely lawful.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Questionnaire Guide for Municipal Officials

QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDE FOR MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS:

Dear Respondent
My name is Rejoice Phindile Bennett; I am a student pursuing a master’s degree at the University of Zululand. I am currently undertaking a research study which focuses on Participatory Role of Women in the Informal Sector in the Local Economic Development (LED) Programme at uMhlathuze Local Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal Province. You are therefore, kindly requested to take some of your valuable time to provide some information by way of answering this questionnaire. The results of this study will strictly be used for academic reasons only and will therefore be treated with utmost confidentiality.

Thank you in advance for your participation.

SECTION A: PERSONAL BIODATA

1. Gender
   a. Female [ ]
   b. Male [ ]

2. Age
   a. 18 – 25 [ ]
   b. 26 – 35 [ ]
   c. 36 – 45 [ ]
   d. 46 – 55 [ ]
   e. 56 – 59 [ ]

3. Occupation in the municipality

4. Years of working or leading in the municipality.
   a. 1-10 years [ ]
   b. 11-20 years [ ]
   c. 21-30 years
   d. 31 years and above [ ]

SECTION B

5. What provisions is the City of uMhlathuze planning or have made for street traders specifically the female traders

6. What laws are put in place to regulate informal traders?
7. What type of assistance has the municipality rendered to assist women in the informal sector?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. Are there any initiatives from the municipality to support women in the informal sector of the economy?
   a. Yes [ ]
   b. No [ ]

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

9. What role can business women in the informal sector play in the development of uMhlathuze economy?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

10. Which control measures have the local municipality put in place to facilitate the operation and prevent obstruction of public facilities by street traders?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

11. Are there any resources allocated for infra-structure development for informal traders?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

12. Are there any policies put in place to standardize the ways in which different officials deal with street traders to protect traders from maltreatment?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
13. Is there any capacity building programmes to equip traders with skills?

14. Does the municipality include street traders in their economic agenda and decision makings?
   a. Yes [    ]  b. No [    ]
   a. How?

Appendix 2: Focus Group Questionnaire

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Respondent

My name is Rejoice Phindile Bennett. I am a student pursuing a master’s degree at the University of Zululand. I am currently undertaking a research study which focuses on Participatory Role of Women in the Informal Sector in the Local Economic Development (LED) Programme at uMhlathuze Local Municipality, KwaZulu-Natal Province. You are, therefore, kindly requested to take some of your valuable time to provide some information by way of answering this questionnaire. The results of this study will strictly be used for academic reasons only and will therefore be treated with utmost confidentiality.

Thank you in advance for your participation.

SECTION A: PERSONAL BIO DATA.

1. Gender
   a. Female [    ]  b. Male [    ]

2. Age
   a. 18 – 25 [    ]  b. 26 – 35 [    ]  c. 36 – 45 [    ]
   d. 46 -55 [    ]  e. 56 – 59 [    ]

SECTION B

3. Can you explain to me how did you become an informal trader?

4. Are you familiar with the term Local Economic Development?
5. Do you attend business meetings called by the local municipality?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

6. Do you have a representative for business women in the informal sector?
   a. Yes [   ]     b. No [    ]

7. What has the local municipality done to support your business as an informal trader?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. What challenges are you facing as a business woman in the informal sector?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

9. What role are you playing in economic development as a business woman?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

10. Are there any rules and regulation put in place to protect you as an informal trader?
     a. Yes [   ]     b. No [    ]

11. Do you have a union? If you do, how do you see their contribution to LED programmes?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

12. Has the local municipality provided training for you to build your skills?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

13. What would be your recommendations to the local municipality?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

14. What programmes of LED are you aware of?
15. Have you applied to the municipality for any assistance with regards to your business?
   a. Yes [    ]   b. No [    ]

16. How long have you been working as a street vendor?
   a. 1 – 5 years [    ]   b. 6 – 10 years [    ]   c. 11 – 15 years [    ]
   d. 16 – 20 years [    ]   e. 21 – 25 years [    ]   f. 26 – 30 years [    ]

17. Has the municipality approached you concerning services they offer to hawkers?
   a. Yes [    ]   c. No

18. What services or products do you offer to your customers?

19. Have you ever been excluded or rejected in LED programmes on the basis of your gender?
   a. Yes [    ]   b. No [    ]

20. Do you think you are treated the same as male counterparts?

Appendix 3: Translated Questionnaire Guide for Municipal Officials

IS IQONDISO SOHLELOMIBUZO LWABASEBENZI BAKWAMASIPALA: Inhlololwazi ephakathi kumuntu okukhulunywa naye nomcwaningi

Lolucwaningo oluqhatshwa nguNkkz R. Bennett owenza izifundo zokugogoda iMasters eNyuvesi yakwaZulu lucwaninga mayelana noku mbandakanywa kwabesifazane abahwebela emgwaqeni ezinhlelweni zokuThuthukiswa koMnotho nguMasipala weNdawo uMhlathuze. Ngokuzithoba uyaxuswa ukuba ugcwalise ngemininingwane efanele kulemibuzo elandelayo. Imiphumela yalolucwaningo izosetshenziswa ngokwesigaba semfundo ephakeme kucoshelelwe nobumfihlo bemininingwane yophendulile kulemibuzo.

ISIGABA A: IMININGWANE

1. Ubulili
   a. Ngingowesifazane [    ]   b. ngingowesilisa [    ]

2. Ukulinganiséla kweminyaka yakho
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 18-25 [ ]</td>
<td>b. 26-35 [ ]</td>
<td>c. 36-45 [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 46-55 [ ]</td>
<td>e. 56-60 [ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Umsebenzi owenza kwaMasipala

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 1-10 [ ]</td>
<td>b. 11-20 [ ]</td>
<td>c. 21-30 [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 31 weminyaka noma angaphezulu [ ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ISIGABA B: IMIBUZO**

5. Yini okusezihlelweni zeDolobha laseMhlathuze okubhekelela noma osekwenzelwe abahwebi basemgwaqeni ikakhulukazi abesifazane?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6. Ngabe yimiphi imithetho ebekiwe nguMasipala ukulawula abahwebi basemgwaqeni?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

7. Hlobo luni losizo oseluko lwanikezelwa umasipala ukusiza abesifazane abahweba emigwaqeni?

8. Ngabe kukhona osekuqalwe ngumasipala ukwelekelela umnotho wabesifazane abahwebayo emigwaqeni?

| a. Yes [ ] | b. No [ ] |

9. Yiliphi iqhaza elingabanjwa ngabesifazane abangosomabhizinisi abahweba emigwaqeni ekakhuliseni umnotho waseMhlathuze?

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10. Iziphi izilinganiso zokulawula ezibekwe umasipala wendawo ukwelekelela ukusebenza nokugwema ukuphazamiseka kokusetshenziswa kwezinto zomphakathi ngabahwebi basemgwaqeni?
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11. Ngabe zikhona izinto ezibekelwe ukuthuthukiswa kwengqalasizinda yabahwebi basemigwaqeni?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

12. Ngabe zikhona izinqubomigomo ezibekiwe ukuze kulinganiswe izindlela izikhulu ezahlukene eziphatha ngayo abahwebi basemgwaqeni ukuze bavikeleke ekungaphathweni ngendlela?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

13. Ngabe zikhona izinhlelo zezakhilo ezibekelwe ukuhlomisa abahwebi basemigwaqeni ngamakhono?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

14. Ngabe umasipala uyabafaka abahwebi basemgwaqeni ezinhlelweni okuzokhulunywa ngazo kwezomnotho kanye nokuthathwa kwezinqumo?
   a. Yebo [    ]       b. Cha [    ]
   Kanjani?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Appendix 4: Translated Questionnaire Focus Group Questionnaire

IMIBUZO YABESIFAZANE ABANGOSOMABHIZINISI BASEMGWAQENI: IQOQO OKUBHEKISWE KULO

Lolucwaningola oluqthuthwa nguNkkz R. Bennett owenza izifundo zokugogoda iMasters eNyuvesi yakwaZulu lucwaninga mayelana noku mbandakanywa kwabesifazane abahwebela emgwaqeni ezinhlelweni zokuThuthukiswa koMnotho nguMasipala weNdawo uMhlathuze. Ngokuzithoba uyanxuswa ukuba ugcwalise ngemininingwane efanele kulemibuzo
elandelayo.
Imiphumela yalolucwango izosetshenziswa ngokwesigaba semfundo ephakeme kucoshelelwe nobumfihlo bemininingwane yophendulile kulemibuzo.

**ISIGABA A: IMINININGWANE**

1. Ubulili
   b. Ngingowesifazane [   ] b. ngingowesilisa [   ]

2. Ukulinganiselwa kweminyaka yakho
   b. 18-25 [   ] b. 26-35 [   ] c. 36-45 [   ]
   d. 46-55 [   ] e. 56-59 [   ]

**ISIGABA B**

3. Ningangichazela ukuthi naba kanjani ngahwebi basemgwaqeni?

4. Ngabe ninalo ulwazi ngokuThuthukiswa koMnotho weNdawo?

5. Ngabe niyaye niye emihlanganweni yosomabhizinisi esuke ibizwe umasipala wendawo?

6. Ninaye onimele kosomabhizinisi besifazane abahweba emigwaqeni?
   a. Yebo [   ] b. Cha [   ]

7. Yini eyenziwe umasipala wendawo ukwelekelela ibhizinisi lenu njengabamhwebi basemgwaqeni?

8. Yiziphi izinkinga enibhekana nazo njengosomabhizinisi besifazane abahweba emigwaqeni?
9. Iliphi iqhaza enilibambile ekuthuthukisweni komnotho njengosomabhizinisi besifazane?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

10. Ngabe ikhona imigomo nemithetho eshayiwe enivikelayo njengabamhwebi basemgwaqeni?
a. Yebo [ ] b. Cha [ ]

11. Ninayo iNyunyana eniyjoyinile? Uma ninayo, ngabe nikubona kanjani ukusebenza kwayo ezinhlelweni zokuThuthukiswa koMnotho weNdawo (TMN)?
a. Yebo b. Cha [ ]
Isizathu
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

12. Ngabe umasipala wendawo uyakwazi ukuvula amathuba okuba niqeqeshwe ukuze kwakhiwe futhi kuthuthukiswe ikhono lenu?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

13. Zingathini izincomo zenu kumasipala wendawo?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

14. Yiziphi izinhlelo enizaziyo zokuThuthukiswa koMnotho weNdawo (TMN)?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

15. Ngabe senake nasifaka isicelo sokusizwa ngumasipala ebhizinisini lenu?
a. Yebo [ ] b. Cha [ ]

16. Sekuyisikhathi esingakanani usebenza njengomhwebi wasemgwaqeni?
a. 1-5 [ ] b. 6-10 [ ] c. 11-15 [ ]
d. 16-20 [ ] e. 21-25 [ ] f. 26-30 [ ]

17. Ngabe umasipala sewake wanithinta mayelana nosizo abalunika labo abahamba bethengisa ngezimpahla?
18. Yiluphi usizo noma imikhiqizo eniyinikeza enibathengiselayo?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

19. Nake nangafakwa noma nakhishelwa ngaphandle ezinhlelweni zokuThuthukiswa koMnotho weNdawo (TMN) ngenxa yobulili benu?
   a. Yebo [ ]  b. Cha [ ]

20. Nicabanga ukuthi niphethwe ngendlela efanayo njengabesilisa?
   a. Yebo [ ]  b. Cha [ ]

Appendix 5: Ethical Clearance